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CHAPT ER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
AND REVIEW: OF LITERATURE 
II 
'I 
CHAPTER I 
STATEIVIENT OF THE PROBLEM AND REVIE\fli OF LITERATURE 
I S.tatement of the Problem 
I 
II Pursuing the idea that play-reading may serve to stimu-
late and enrich the oral reading program at fourth and fifth 
l grade levels, the main purpose of this study was to identify 
!plays of hi gh interest - pull and subje ct these plays to the 
,, scrutiny of chi ldren in those grades in order to learn their 
I 
preferences . 
It was also the purpose of the study to determine from 
!the teachers who c onducted the survey in their classrooms 
!t he ir opinions of play-reading as an oral reading activity. 
The study was limited to plays chosen fr om among those 
1published in the magazine, Plays~/ 
'I 
!Review of the Literature 
Much has been written concerning the two topics which 
1
will be .dealt with in this chapter, namely: oral reading in 
j t he fourth and fifth grades, and children's interests in 
j literature. 
The review of the literature on oral reading will be 
l confined to that concerned with the importance of oral reading 
. activities of the early intermediate grades in g eneral and the 
j references to audience reading situations in particular. 
~ · lPlays, Bo s ton: Plays Incorporated, 1941-
j 
' 
I 
) 
~ The review of literature on children's preferences will 
be confined to the classification of stories, the effect of 
sex on choices, and a few of the miscellaneous factors whi ch 
may influence preferences . 
I 
~~ Literature on Oral Reading 
II For some time, dating from colonial days when the pur-
pose of teaching reading was to enable children to read aloud 
from the Bible, instruction in reading was predominantly oral. 
Harris 2 / notes t ha t silent reading became the vogue when 
re search began to show that children taught under such an oral 
1 
program tended to be s l ow, laborious readers. According to 
Vii i tty~/ it wa s just after W:orld 1Nar I that rapid silent reading 
was generally conceded to be the p;crimary objective of instruc-
tion and that some exponents ·of silent read ing went so far as 
I to advocate the complete abandonment of instruction in oral II 
II 
'I 
reading. Harris 41records ·that the pendulum swung so far in 
some schools that oral reading was almost c omplete l y neglected 
above the first grade and that the results were: inaccurate 
word recognition, poor spelling, and lack of opportunit y to 
give desirable training in speech and diction . 
2 Albert J. Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability 
(New York: Lon gmans, Green and Company, 1953), p . 85 l 
11 
3 Paul ~itty, Reading in Modern Education , 
D . C. Heath and Company, 1949) p. 6 
(Bost on : 
I 
~~ 
1 
4H ' • t arrls, ~· ~·, p. 86 
2 
I 
~ 
,, 
I 
I 
1/ 
The p rogram in all schools was not as radical as it may 
seem since most authorities recommend ed judicious use of both 
oral and silent reading techniques. These authorities also 
recomEended many activities and a diversity of purposes 
indicating that instruction in reading must be broad if it is 
to equip a pupil to eng a g e in all k inds of reading activities . 
Many adul ts find difficulty in reading aloud and are 
likely to be tense, nervous, and easily embarrassed because 
oral reading subjects one to a variety of difficulties and 
tensions simi lar to those which occur when one makes a public 
appearance. In oral reading , as Gates~/ points out, one is 
required to do all that is demanded in silent reading and 
several oth er things in addition. He further states: 
In oral reading the pupil must reco gnize the words, 
work out or guess unfamiliar ones, g et the thought, and, 
in addition, he must pronounce the words, give them, if 
possible, some form of expression, as we ll as pay some 
attention to the way he stands, holds the book, faces 
the audience, and in general the way he conducts himself 
before a group of observers. 
Oral reading activities are considered under two g eneral 
classifications by McKee.~/ The first of these, the more 
difficult of the two, is sight read ing . The second is p re-
p ared reading . Sight reading is defined as the immediate oral 
5Arthur I. Gates, The Improvement of ~eading (New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1947 ) p . 374 
6Paul McKee, The Teachigg .9.! Reading in the Elementary I 
School (Boston: Ho u ghton Ivlifflin Company , 1948) p . 598 1 
1 reading of a selection the first time it is seen by the reader 
and prepared oral reading as the reading of a select ion after 
" the reader has read the material silently and has engaged in 
whatever study and practi ce is needed to overcome difficulties 
in order that he may convey the writer 's intended meaning to 
his listeners. Beck, Cook, and Ke arneyl/ decry the fact that 
children all too often are called upon to read materials at 
sight and then are criticized for their mistakes. They con-
'1 side r oral reading a complicated speech art a.nd feel that 
children should b e given an opportunity, after the g oals of 
oral reading are clear to them, to practice the selections 
II 
, they are to read. 
1
11
1 
'rhe values of oral reading for children at primary 
I 
level and for children who are having reading difficulties 
are point ed up by Durrell§./ who adds: 
Oral reading h as, i n addition, many other important 
values for reading instruction. It motivates reading, 
II 
I 
as evidenced by t h e desire of primary - grade children to 
read aloud to the group. With a true audience situation, 
it induces exchange of ideas and a feeling of group 
unity. It is essential to instruction based on pupil 
reports and discussions of library materials, as in the 
content subjects. When carefully directed, it widens 
speaking vocabulary and tends to improve sppech and 
conversation. Full enjoyrjlent of poetry and drama is 
impossible without effective oral reading . It has 
important uses in both vocational and leisure-time 
activities. Parents with imagination and initiative 
find that oral reading serves a variety of useful 
purposes in their family life. 
7Robert H. Beck, Walter W. Cook, and Nolan C. Kearney, 
Curriculum in the Modern Elementary School (New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Incorporated, 1953) p. 164 
Bnonald D. Durrell, Impro~~ment -~f. Ba_~~-~ Reading Abi l i- I 
ties (Yonkers-on-Hudson, New-York: World Book Co~l940) p~s-
4 
The traditional ora l readi ng a ctivity cal l s for the 
,, g roup of children t o "keep the placett and suffer through the 
stumbling and mumbling of t he slower readers . At best, this 
activity is mere l y a testing device; at worst, it i s teaching 
faulty silent reading habits to the faster reader who must 
'I either mark time or learn to regress to the "place". 
The procedures which are followed by g ood primary and 
remedial read i ng teachers minimize these bad effects in that 
ability group i ng is uti l ized, and, most important of a l l, 
complete mastery of the voQabulary and a ll the int r icacies of 
the selection have been accomplished during the preparation 
period preceding the actua l oral reading of the selection. 
The results of such procedures approach the ideal of the 
audience situation. 
Harris~/ gives a partial list of oral reading lessons 
which he believes have real worth. In addition to the small 
group work simi l ar to that discussed above he lists audience 
reading in which each pupil selects and prepares a selection 
to read to the class . He suggests the use of an imitation 
microphone and in typica l radio fashion pupils broadcast their 
selections, having been introduced by an announcer . He recom-
mends occasional choral read ing by the class. About reading 
parts and radio scripts he has this to say : 
There is no type of oral reading that is more 
interesting to children or that he l ps them more t o 
9Harris, ~· cit., p . 87 
5 
I' 
read with natural expression than reading a part in a 
p lay . The influence of the radio is helping to brea~ 
down the tradition that p lays must be g iven from memo ry. 
When children are allowed to read their parts from the 
script, p lays can be prepared and presented in a fraction 
of the time former l y requi red , and a g reat f!1 a ny mor·e 
infor mal dramatizations can be introduced into the 
classroom than wer e formerly possible. 
10/ Relative to improvement of expression, Durrell-
!I recommends the use of poetry and plays in an audience situation 
since it he lps to overcome monoton ous tones, as attent i on is 
given to interpretation and since the fun of reading a p lay 
comes from careful interpr etation of the lines. 
W1ith the f ollowing comments Learyll / answers her own 
question as to whethe r children should be taught to read 
orally: 
Resear ch and cownon sense say an unequivocal ~~· 
Let us renew emphasis on oral reading and thereby aid 
beginning reading, comprehension, reading mot ivation, 
langua ge development, literary appreciation, speech 
development, diagnosis and remediation, personality 
development, cultural growth, socialization and 
social sharing . 
It should train a child to reach a nd h old an 
audience, and to do it as easily and naturally as 
though he were talking. 
Literature ~n Childre~~_Interests in Reading 
If p lay-reading can be a valuable oral reading activity I 
11 the kind of play whi ch interests the child at a gi ven level 
:I 
)I 
lOnurrell, ~· cit., p . 138 
11Berni ce E . Leary, "What Does Research Say Ab ou t I Reading ?\1 Journal of Educat ional Research, 39: 434-444 , 
February, 1946. · 
is of utmo st importance . 
Much has been written r e lative to children's interests 
because, as Zelle~/states: 
Of first concern to the p erson who is g oing to guide 
a c hild's reading experience is a knowledge of children's 
needs and how to meet them. 
Classification of ty~es of stories. Since each 
rese a rch er used different, thougr1, to him, log ical classi fi-
c a tions, the resulting information is difficult to use. 
Norvell13/observes: "That information with respe c t to child -
~ ren's actual ch oices of read i n g material is chaotic, is 
1 widely agreed." 
Such chaos is evident when one cons iders the many 
p ossibilities for the overlapping of one type of story or b ook 
upon a nother. Olcott14/divid es folk litera ture alone into 
the followi n g seven groups: fables, pure myths, hero myths, 
fairy lore, place leg ends, nur sery tales and rhyi:I).es, and hero 
romances. Another comprehensive list is that of Mahoney and 
' ~- ·t 15/ h 1 1 ·f· t · "th bt"tl Whl ney- w o us e e even c assl lCa lons Wl su l es in 
their consideration of t h e entire field of children's 
12Dale Zeller, "Rea ding Skill Through Reading Interests," 
National Elementafl Principal, 31: 71 - 74, September, 1951. 
13 Ge orge W/. Norvell, The Reading Interests of Young 
People ~ ( Bost on : D. C. Heath-and Company, 1950) p .~ 
14Frances Jenkins elcott, The Children's Reading, 
(Boston: Houghton Mi f flin Company:-1912) p. 72 
15Bertha E. Mahoney and Elinor W;h it ney, Rea l ms of Gold 
in Children 's Books (Garden City , New York: Doubleday,uoran 
and Company, ~ncorporated, 1929) ~ · xi~i 
7 
I 
t 
literature. These classifications are as follows: 
Folk Literature 
Fai ry Tales of All Countri e s; Myths, Le g ends and Epics; 
Hero-Roma nces; A Misc e llany of Myth, Le gend, and Romance. 
Creations of Fancy --Modern Fairy Tales. 
Miracles of Nature 
The Earth and Its V'J'onders ; The Sky; The Sea; Flowers, 
Ferns, and Fungi; Birds ; Butterflies and Insects; 
The Garden; Trees; Sci e ntifi c Explorations of Animal 
Life; Travel; Stories of Ad venture and Natural History; 
Animal Stories; Pertaining to the Circus; Pets. 
Man 1 s Ad ventljl_r ous Mind 
Science and Invention; Pi oneers in Science and Service; 
Eng ineering ; Aviation. 
Wit, Wisdom, and Talent 
Games and Amusements ; Mag ic ; Plays ; Folk Song, Folk 
Dances, and S:ing ing Games ; Marionettes and Toy Th eat ers ; 
Music Mak ers; Ap preci a tion of the Fine Arts. 
Roads to t he Pa s t 
Introductory ; Prehistory -- The Beginni ng s of t h e World 
a nd Primitive Man; The Anc i ent World; The Middle Ag es. 
Bey ond the Gates of Hercules 
V{orld Exploration and Discovery; Arctic and Antarctic 
Exp lor a tion ; Land of Exploration; The Call of the 
Mountains; Ships and t h e Sea. 
Modern Times 
Rise of t h e East; Europe; Great Britain; The United 
States; The World War . 
Home and School Pleasures and Pa stimes 
Sp ort s, Stories of Sch ool, Camp, a nd Wilderness ; Facts 
f or Boy Scouts , Girl Scouts, and Camp Fire Gi rls; 
Boy s and Girls in Stories Old and New; Stories of 
Strang e Happenings; Occupations and Handicrafts. 
The Making of Personality 
Peop le of Personality; Some Books of Vivid Personal 
Experience; Hea lth and Character; Manners. 
The Great Gates of the Mountain 
I.,iterature ; Literary Biography; Poetry; The Bible ; 
Christmas and Other Holiday s in Poetry a nd Prose; 
Reference Boo k s for t h e Home Library. 
From the omnifarious listing s cited above one may find, 
on the other extreme,the terse concise listings of the three 
"F' s" of SmithlG/ __ books of fun, boojks of fact, and books of 
f ancy. 
1 16Dori;t V. Smith ''ll'Stimula ting Interest and Appreciation 
Th rough Read l ng , 11 Elem§nt ar y Englisfi Review, 18 : l7l, May, 1 940 
8 
II 
h Most writers have or ganized their materials somewhere 
between these two extremes. Their findings on children's 
interests have resulted from the use of various techni ques 
such as: questionnaires covering the entire field of book and 
1 story interests; . questionnaires concerned with leisure or 
II 
volunteer reading; library tabulations of withdrawals; library 
tabulations of usage in the reading rooms; library tabulations , 
of the condition of books; t h e ballot method limited to 
stories or titles withi n certain basal readers; the ballot 
method concerned with real and fi ctit ious titles; the ballot 
met hod concerned with stories read to the children. 
In the interests of brevity the classifications decided 
up on by some individual writers will be listed in t he order of 
t h e popularity found by each writer for each of his classifi-
cations. 
Grant and White17/ 
Animal 
Fairy 
Folk Lore 
Poetl"Y 
and 
Miscellaneous, Informational, Historical, 
Children ' s Experiences, Bible, Nature, 
Fables, Humor and Riddles. 
- ---------
17Emma B. Grant and Margare t L. White, "A S.tudy of 
Children's Choices of Reading Materials," Teachers Colle g e 
Record, 26: 671 - 678, Apri l, 1925 
9 
ll 
18/ Arbuthnot-
Animal Stories 
Hero Tales 
Fai r y Tales and Fantasy 
Realism 
and 
Poetry, Nonsense, Informational 
19/ McManus-
Fairy Tales 
Adventure 
Historical Stories 
Children of Other Lands 
and 
Biography, Social Studies 
0 1 To ole20/ 
Myst ery and Adventure 
Mythology , Fables , and Fairy Tales 
Animal Stories 
History and Travel -- Other Lands and People 
and 
Bi ography and Autobiography, Science and 
Mechanics, Sports and Hobbies, Poetry, 
Music, Fine Arts 
18 . . Ma y Hlll Arbuthnot, Chlldren and Books (Chicag o : 
Scott Foresman and Company, 1947) pp. 28-30 
19 
Ruth Veronica McManus, "Measurement of Pupil Interest 
in Types of Stories at Grade Five Level by Ballot Method to 
' Determine Child Preference" (Unpublished Master ' s thesis, 
Boston University, Boston, 1947) 
20Mildred L. O'Toole, rtLibrary Choices of Intermediate 
, Grade Pupilsn (unpublished Master ' s thesis, Boston Univer sity, 
Boston, 1947) 
10 
,, 
:I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
21/ 
Sul l ivan-
Classics 
Stories of Adventure 
Biography 
Children of Other Lands 
and 
Social Studies, S cience 
22/ Roberts-
Mystery and Detective 
Animals, Real and Imaginary 
Peop le of the Past -- History, Biography 
Young Americans 
Tales of Fun and Fancy -- Humorous Stories, Fairy 
Tales, Myths, Legends and 
Fables, Fantastic Stories 
and 
Tales of Everywhere, The Wiorld About You , 
Pleasures and Pastimes, Invention and Dis -· 
covery, Rhyme and Rhythm 
23/ Bowen-
Humorous 
Animals 
Adventure 
Fantasy 
Realistic St ories 
.I 
21 
Edith Lillian Sullivan, "Measurement of Pupil Interest 
in Types of Stories at Grade Four Level by Ballot Method to 
Determine Child Preference'• (unpublish ed Master 1 s thesis, 
Boston University, Bost on, 1948) 
22Phyllis Roberts, 11 An Investigation of the Reading 
Interests of Middle-grade Children, 11 (unpublished Master ' s 
thesis, Boston University, Bo ston, 1949) 
23 . M. Eleanor Bowen, uA Study of Preferences from 
Nineteen Selections in Current Children 1 s Literature, n 
(unpublished iVlaster ' s thesis, Bos ton Uni versity, Boston, 1 9 53) 
•I I 
I 
I 
11. 
tt lmy t hing wi ll satisfy,' ' wri tes L~a~y24/if it bears an 
arresting title , if the illustration s are brilliant and pro -
' fuse, if there is not too much text, and if the story contains 
physical action, l udi crous si tuations, combat, challenge, 
clouds of g lory, and a 'ri ght' ending .tt 
Eff ect of sex and maturity on reading interests. Bo th 
boys and girls under twelve ar e susceptible to the char m of 
th f . t l d" to Eaton2. 5/ mh t · t t e alry a e, a ccor lng ·~ a ln eres in the 
fancifu l dec lines at the age of eight or nine, although it 
h as been shared by both boys and gir ls up to that time, is the 
belief of Harris. 26/ He also notes that sex diff erenc es are 
apparent b y t h e age of nine or ten at which time boy s b ecome 
absor bed in a.dventur e , mystery tales , history and biography 
and many become i n terested in mechanics, science , i n vent ion, 
II a nd readi ng about hobbies . I n t he same report girls share the 
I b oys' liking for mystery and adventure but turn to sentimental 
stories of h ome , school, and human intere st -- these definitely 
feminine favor it es are avoided by t h e boys. 
Johnson271too, found that girls in all g rades were 
interested in stories of home, school and children. However , 
24 Leary, op . cit. 
25Anne 'I'haxter Eaton, Reading With Children ( New York: 
The Viking Press, 1940) p. 65 
2 6Harris , ~· cit. p . 408 
27 
B. Lamar Johnson, " Children ' s Reading I n terests As 
' Related to Sex and Grade i n School, 11 School Review, 40: 
2 57 - 272, 1\pri:l, 1932 --- --·--
12 
1 
stories of mysteries were not found among the ten most often 
I 1read books by boys. 
Fairy tales and animal stories are favorites of all 
I 
children, according to Wi tty. 28 / He also notes that humorous 1
1 
j' stories are too few in number to satisfy the demand . 
l Arbuthnot29/writes that the interest in animal stories in 
1 which t he animals are dramatically but scientifically repre -
!! s ented is an outgrowth of the early interest in the talking-
l beast story. Children from eight years old through adolescence 
I are interested in stories of adventurous pets and animal heroes. 
II The transition from childhood into boy and g irlhood is hardly 
I '"bl d" t 01 tt 30/ Sh b d ll T'-percep"G l e, accor 1ng o co . - e o s erve : _"!."' comes 
I 
I at no definite a g e but according to the maturity of the 
I 
~~ individual chUd." 
Concerning the re l ationship of i ntelli gence to reading 
interests, Witt~/ reports that t he amount of time g iven to 
reading by the gifted chi l d increases with a g e, that the 
, choices are superior in quality, and that girls, as with the 
1 mentally average children, read more than boys. The report 
II 
I' 
II 
also states that there is litt l e difference in the types of 
28
witty, op. cit . p. 110 
29Arbuthnot, ~· cit . p. 28 
30 Olcott, .Q£• _£it . p. 72 
31 
Witty, ~· cit. p. 44 
• 
II 
reading matter se l ected by the mentally dull chi l dren as com-
pared with the mentall y average or super ior. In the experiment 
conducted by Huber 32/ the interests of chi l dren at different 
levels of intelli g ence were found to be v ery much the same. 
Mi scellaneous Factors . Scipione33 / in a survey of title 
:1 interest found that titles sug gesting gir l characters were 
markedl y unpopul ar with boys and tl1at mos t children avoided 
titles containing meaningles s, strange , or fo rei g n words. 
I Tit l es with the word littlest or containi ng gir ls 1 names wer>e 
34/ . 3 5/ found by Roberts-- to be rejected by the b oys. Cundlff--
found that the wor d little did not appea l to chi l dren . 
36/ Hazard-- wr ites that re gardless of a ge, s ex , or social 
status, chi l dre n detest disguised sermons, hypocritical 
,, les sons, and irreproachable b oys and gi rls who behave with 
more docility than their dolls. 
----- ---
Huber, The I nf l uence of Intelli gence 
Interes~ Teachers Co l lege, Bureau 
32Miriam Bl anton 
, ~n Chi ldre~~ Reading 
,
1 
of Pub lie a ti ons, 1928 
II 33Alice Tv1 . Scipione, Margaret L . Droney, and Stella M. 
Cucchiara, " Measurement of Pupil Preference for Titles and 
Stories as Determined by a Sur vey of Basal Readers for 
Intermediate Grades 11 (unpublished Master 1 s the sis, Boston 
Uni versity, Boston , 1951) 
34 Roberts, ££ · cit., p . 57 
35Ruth E . Cundiff, uChildren 1 s Reading I nterests," 
Peabody Journal of Education, 25: 259 - 263, May 1 938. 
3 6 Hazard, .2.£· c it . p. 49. 
14 
II 
Jersild, 37 /i n a s urv ey of the likes and dislikes in fi 
I! 
regard to features of the school program found that what was 
1: li k e d be s t was also n a med freque nt l y when the chi l d ren 
described what they liked l east. He believes that thi s 
II paradoxical result can be explained in that pupi l s are like ly 
to take a stand either for or a g ainst anything which figures 
1 in the school program or that similarly one may find that a 
very we ll known radio program or a person very prominent in 
1 public life is likely to receive a high vote in both the 
II li ke best and the dislike most columns. The possib ility of 
whi ms of the moment mak e it difficult to d isc over genuine 
i nterests in r eading, according to Durre ll. 38/ He advi ses 
that further individual questioning should be done in order t o 
1 establi sh the validity of the interest. 
II That reflections of aesthetic interest i n the format 
:I and type in which the book has been presented may affect 
, preferences is one of the t he ses of the Report of the S ub-
1 
1 commi ttee on Reading of the W;hi te House Conference on Child 
39/ 
1 Hea l th and Protection .-- Pursuing this idea the rep ort 
37Arthur T. Jersild and Ruth J. Tasch, Children's 
I Interests and What They Suggest for Educ a tio n ( New York: 
Bureau of Pub licity, Teachers College, Colmnbia Uni vers ity, 
1949) pp. 26 , 87 . 
38 
Durrell, ~· ci t ., p . 104 
39Children 1 s Reading, A Study of Vo luntary Reading of 
1 Boys a nd Girls in t he Uni t ed State s, Report of t he Sub-
lj com~ittee on Re a~ing , Carl H. M~ lam, C~airman , White House 
1 Conrerence on Cluld Health and l)rotectlon ( New York: The 
1 Century Company, 1932 ). 
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advises that consideration mus t be made of such extrinsic fa c-
tors as f ormat and type in order to do everything p os sib le to 
1 
appeal to the child ' s sense of beauty and fi tness. 
That concer n for the preferences of children has not 
1 
lovvered li terar y standard s is p ointed out by Be tzner!Q/ and by 
1 Hub er . 41/ The former ob s erves that the ran g e in the literary 
forms of children's c h oic es was comparable to that used by 
II adults. 
II 
I 
The skill with whi ch children have always dodg ed what 
bores them is noted by Arbuthnot42 /who saw them 'ureading around I 
and across obtus e adults for such reading matter as they 
I 
wished." All well-meaning adults wh o try to establish order 
I 
, the matter of chi l dren 's choice s in reading~ even all who try 
1 to survey their i nterests with the idea of trying to meet their 
1 
needs, would do well to bear in mind this a dvice~ so delight-
1
1 • 43/ 
' fully gl ven by Hazard,---
I 
.I 
Children defend themselves , I tell you. They manifest 
at first a degre e of inertia that resists the liveliest 
attacks; finally they take the offensive and expel their 
false fr iends from a domain in whi ch they wish to remain 
the rulers . Nothing i s d one to create a common op inion 
among them and y et t hat opinion exi sts . 
40Jean Betzner~ Explor~ng Li terature with Children, 
( New York: Bureau of PuDlic a tl ons, Teachers TIOTiege, Co lU~bia 
Uni versity~ 1 943 ) p . 54 . 
41 Nririam Blanton Huber, Sto)y and Verse for Children 
, (Ne\~ York: Macmillan Company , 1 940 p. 17 
42 Arbuthnot~ EE· cit., p. 27 
43 
Hazard, Q£ • cit., p . 47 
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CHAPTER II 
DESCRIPTIO N OF THE SURVEY 
II I 
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CHAPT J<::R II 
DESCRIPTION OF THE SURVEY 
As stated previously, the purpose of this study was to 
identify plays of high interest-pull and subject these p lays 
t o the scrutiny of children in the fourtp and fifth grad es in 
order to learn their preferences. 
It was also the purpose of the study to deternune from 
the teachers wh o conducted the survey in their classrooms their ! 
op ini ons of p lay-reading as an oral reading activity. 
1
1 Descri p tion of the Population 
II The pupils who participa ted in the survey attend public 
I' 
, and private schools in five New En g land states and eightee n 
1 different communities. The t each.er s of these pupils were all 
II 
II currently enrolled in part-time graduate courses at Bos ton 
,: 
i University, School of Education. 
Materials of the Survey 
All the p lays published by Plays Incorporated, 1/ 
from the year 1941-1942 to the year 1952-1953 were submitted 
by the publisher for t he purposes of the survey . Since many 
of the plays had been succe ssfully produced throughout the 
1/ Plays Incorporated, 8 Arlington Street, Boston 16, 
1
1 
Massachusetts. 
I 
1R 
country the requests fo r reprints of these p lays were on file 
in t he office of the publisher. These r ecords were made avail-
able to the writer . The offer was declined, howe ver , because 
the choi c es of p l ays inevitably were t each er- made with the 
added factor of local considerations for production possibili -
1 ties. ll 
From t h e entire gro up, the publicati ons for t he year s 
1941 -42, 1 943 -4 4 , 1945-46, 1947-48, 1 950-51, 1 952 - 53, and for 
11 the months of September, Oc tober, November, and December of 
the year 1948 were considered by thi s writer. 
All p lays pub lished during the years c ited a b ove and 
listed as material for Primary or Intermediate Gr ades were 
read . Also from t hese publications wer e read most of the 
p l ays listed as Vocabulary Builders, Radi o P l ays, Victory 
Plays, and some of those listed f or Juni or Hi gh if the title 
and ski~ming indicated tha t they might be of interest to ei ght, 
'I nine, and ten-year-old ch ildren. 
Throughout the reading t h e information revealed by the 
II lit erature in the f ield of childr en 's interest s in stories 
and books was constantly kept in mind . The re ading of each 
do n e in vi ew of the vary ing number of stage direct ions most 
I· of whi ch would be de leted when the p l ays were r ewritten for 
I 
I 
p lay-reading . 
A card system was used to record the following 
19 
I 
,. 
! informa tion for each play: ( l) the name of the play; (2) the 
11 name of the author; ( 3 ) the placement of the play by the 
publisher as to Primary level, Intermediate level, etc.; 
{4) t h e date of publication; (5) the number of character s; 
I 
II (6) the story classifications under which it could be con-
II 
I sidered; (7) the reading time; (8) a short resume of the 
II 
story; (9) the writer's rating. The latter item was a scale 
of numbers from one, for the most likely prospect in view of 
the information on children's interes t s, to five, wh:ich 
indicated that the play could not be considered because it 
was in pantomime, contained difficult concepts, or it required 
., elaborate sound effects. In order to explore the material, 
I, 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
:I 
I. 
I 
a random sampling of p lays was read before any ratings were 
assigned. These p lays were then reread and rated in view of 
the general caliber and tone of the samples. Four hundred and 
three plays were read and catalo gued in the manner descri bed 
above. 
Three plays of different difficulty l evels were t h en 
rewrit t en to include a narrator 1:vhose li nes set the stage and 
explained the action where necessary to the continuity of the 
story much a f ter the order of the radio-play script. Where 
necessary the introduction of a new character was made in the 
lines of another. In one instance the title was changed to 
remove the word, l ittle. 
Through the kindness of the principal and faculty of 
a public school in a town suburban to Springfie ld, Massa -
20 
II 
I; 
I 
I' I 
I 
l 
II 
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chusetts a try-out of these three plays was made with third 
and with fourth grade classes. This experiment carried out 
shortly af ter the opening of school in September showed that 
t he average thi r d g rade child during the Fall semester would 
not be able to handle the reading of one of the easi er p lay s 
with suf ficient dexterity after one pre-reading period . The 
fourth grade groups at that time of year were capable of 
re ading the more difficult materials with fluency and ease . 
The decision was then made to eliminate the third grade from 
the survey, as it was p lanned that the survey be conducted 
during the months of November and December. 
F rom the tota l of four hundred and three p lays read, 
forty-th ree had seemed to fulfi ll the requirements of high 
i n terest for eight, nine, and ten-year-old children and 
capa b l e of adaptation for a p l ay-reading activity. In view 
of t he decision to limit the survey to fou~th and fifth g r ade 
children, the writer reviewed the information compiled in the 
card sy s tem and select ed thirty plays for the su~vey. 
Each play was re1Nri tten after the plan descri bed above 
and reproduced by the Multllith- Multi graph process, using 
standard Pica type. Check sheets to be used after each p lay 
by each child were made . These check sheets asked for the 
following i nformation: child's name ; sex; t h e date; whether 
the c h ild liked the p lay very much, thought it was all right, 
or disliked it; whether h e liked the particular p lay as well 
as a story; whether he e njoyed listening to t he reading of 'I 
, the play as much as to the re ading of a story; whether he would~ 
in a group activity , prefer to read a p l ay or a story to the 
class; and which of three titles (one was the title of the p lay 
as given) would cause him to ·want to read t h e story. 
Check sheets for the te~chers ' use were provided for 
each p lay . Following the r eading of each play the tea cher was 
asked to record f or t h e first ten plays the following informa-
tion: whether the vocabulary was difficult, easy, or very 
easy; whether t he children seemed to find the content of t he 
p lay i n teresting , fairly interesti n g , or uninteresting ; 
whether the ch ildren found any humorous situations, and if so 
were they h ilariously funny, just funny, or dull ; whether, in 
general, the childr en characterized their roles very well, 
we ll, or poorly; and whether, i n the reading of that day 's 
p l ay , the oral expr ession compared with the reading in story 
form was better, the same, or poorer. 
1 The check sheets for the last group of plays asked t h e 
11 teacher to record, in addition to that gi ven a b ove, the 
following i nformation: if the gr owth in interest in p l ay 
reading h ad been ve ry notic eable, noticeable, or no t no t ice -
a ble; if the growt h in expres sion while reading had b een very 
noticeable, noticeable~ or not noticeab le. 
Finally, a child ' s pref erence sheet was built. This 
preference sheet c ontained the titles of all plays read by 
the class p lus a brief resume of the story o f each p l ay f' or 
purposes of identification. The ch ild was asked to pl ace the 
I 
~ 
'>2 ~-
nu~ber 1 beside the play he limed best, 2 beside the play liked 
next best , ~beside his third choice and D beside the title of 
the play he disliked most. 
The thirty plays were divided into two gr oups of fifteen 
plays each . An effort was made to pair the plays as nearly 
as p ossi ble from t he standpoint of interest, length, concepts, 
and characters. One g roup of plays was labe led Group A, the 
other Group B. 
A set of teacher's instructions showed t he plan of the 
II survey. The fifteen p lays had been divided into groups of five 
I 
I 
each . Different procedures were to be followed for each group . 
The procedure for the first group called for: (1) teacher 
assi g nment of r ol es; ( 2) silent reading of the whole play by 
each of the cast; ( 3 ) an oral reading of the play by the cast 
j1 under teacher guidance; and (4) presentation of the play by 
the cast. 
I 
I The procedure for t h e second group called for: 
I/ (1) teacher assi gnment of roles; (2) independent silent read i ng 
I 
,, by each cast member at home or at school; (3) teacher appoint-
ment of one child to act as director during the group r·eading; 
(4) presentation of the p l ay by the cast. 
'I The procedur e for the third g roup called for: (l) the 
assi gnment by t he teacher of one child to act as chairman or 
organizer of the play-reading for the next day; ( 2) independent 
reading of the play by the chairman; (3) assi gnment of roles 
by the chairman; (4) teacher cooperation in permitting the 
I 
II 
I 
chairman time for the group to pre- read the play; ( 5) teacher 
cooperB.tion with the chairman as to naming the t i me for the 
presentation of the p l ay by the cast in the audienc e situation . ! 
Packets of fifteen p l ays were then made up, including : 
one copy of each play for each character in that p lay, and, 
in addition, one for the narrator and one for the teac her; 
one check sheet for each play for each member of that pa.rticu-
lar class; one check shee t for each play for the teacher; and 
one final preference sheet covering all fifteen plays for each 
I member of t ha t particular class. Each packet also contained 
return postage , wrapping, and a pre -addressed label. The 
packets were distributed to the teachers on Saturday, No vember 
II 6' 1 954. Allowing for an average of three plays per week the 
survey was finished by December 15, 1 954. 
Samples of the pupil's check sheet and t h e final 
preference shee t , teacher's c he ck sheet , and a copy of the 
I teacher 1 s ins tructions are to be found in the appendix . 
,, 
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CHAPT ER III 
ANALYS I S OF THE DATA 
It wa s the purpose of this study to select p lays of h i gh 
j i nteres t- pull from among those published in the magaz ine, 
'I Plays 1 /and submit such selections to fourth and fifth grade 
~ children in order to determine which ones have the great est 
II 
lj 
II 
I 
appeal . In addition it was desirable to learn fr om the 
teachers who conducted the survey in their classrooms their 
opinions of p l ay -reading as an oral re ading activity. 
The data were ana l y zed to determine : 
l. Which pl ays in Group A and which p l ays in Gr oup B 
at t he time of t he presentation of the play were 
r e corded on the children ' s check sheets as be i ng II 
liked, considered a ll ri ght , or were disliked . 
2. W.hich p l ays in Groups A and B at the time of the 
prese n tation of the play were recorded on the 
children ' s check sheets as p l ays whi ch were 
considered: (a) better t han a s tory ; (b) to be 
more enjoyable to listen to than to a story; 
and ( c) indicat ive of a pr ef erence in a group 
reading activity fo r the reading of a p l ay rathe r 
than of a st ory . 
l Play~ , Boston: Play s Incorporated, 1 941-
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3. Which of t h ree titles for each p l ay has t he most 
ap peal (including the or iginal) as recorded at 
the time of the presentat ion of the p la y on t he 
children ' s che ck sheets . 
4 . The first, second, and- third choices in Group A 
and in Group B as recorded on the f inal preference 
sheets. 
5. Which p lays i n Group A and which p l ays in Group B 
we re reported as being disliked on t he fi nal 
prefer enc e sheets. 
6. The opinions of the teachers who c ondu c t ed the 
p l ay-r eadi ng activity in their classrooms wi th 
re gard to: vocabulary , content, hwnor, how roles 
wer e characterized, h ow ora l express i on in p l ay 
reading compared with oral story read i ng, growth 
in i nterest in p lay - reading, and gr owth in 
II 
expression. 
I 
I 
, TABLE I 
NUMBER Al-ID PERCENT OF VOTES OF BOYS. AriD GIRLS ON PLAYS 
IN GROUP A AS RECORDED ON CHILDREN ' S CHECK SHEETS AT 
TIME OF PLAY PRESENTATI ON WITH REGAIID TO LIKI NG 
Liked It was Didn ' t 
it All Right Like it 
.Number No. of No. of No . of 
Voting Votes % Votes % Not e § % --------------------------~- ·-----~------------~----~~~~--~-Play 
Fi v e Brothers 
Hansel and Grete l 
'' Thankful Indeed 
I Midnight Burial 
Return of the Nina 
'I In the Days, etc . 
1 The Wish 
I 
1 A Mad Tea Party 
The House is, etc. 
Turncoat 
Littlest Month 
I VJ.h o S t art e d , e t c • 
A Kettle of Brains 
/ Big News., etc. 
287 
292 
290 
302 
307 
307 
299 
291 
29 1 
290 
293 
283 
292 
291 
The Eraperor ' s, etc. 298 
2:CO 78.17 
227 '79 . '74 
195 67.24 
271 89 . 74 
234 76.22 
218 71 .01 
250 83 •. 61 
236 81.10 
265 91 . 07 
1'74 60 . 00 
229 78. 16 
218 77 . 03 
262 89 . 73 
184 63 . 23 
262 87 . 92 
72 25.09 
56 19.18 
7 9 27 . 24 
24 7 . 96 
52 1 6 . 94 
61 19 . 87 
38 12 . 71 
45 1 5 . 46 
18 6 . 19 
72 24 . 83 
49 16 . 72 
57 20 .14 
24 8.22 
64 21. 99 
26 8.72 
5 1.74 
9 3.08 
16 5 . 52 
7 2.32 
21 6 . 8 4 
28 9 . 12 
11 3.68 
10 3.44 
8 2.75 
44 15 . 17 
15 5 . 12 
8 2 . 83 1 
6 2.05 
43 14. 78 
10 3 . 36 
The chi l dren ' s check sheets filled out immediate l y afte r 
'
1 the p l ay was presen ted revea l that the six plays which r e ce ived 
1 the most vo te,s a s bei ng '' l iked It wer e: The House is Haunt ed, 271 1 
v ot es, 89 . 74%; Midnight Burial , 271 vote s , 89 . 74'%; A Kettle of 
11 Br ains, 262 votes, 89 .73%; The Emperor ' s Bew Clothes-;262 v otes -;-
87 . 92%; The Wlish, 250 votes, 83 . 61%; and!:._ Mad Tea Party, 236 
votes, 8 1. 10~ The four most dis l iked plays were : Turncoat , 
44 votes, 15 . 17%; Bi g New s from Little America, 43 vo t es, 
14 . 78%; In the Da~ of King Alfred, 28_yotes, 9 . 12%; and 
The Ret~£!?: of th~ Nina, 21 votes, 6 . 84;:6 . 
r 
II 
I 
TABLE I I 
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF VOTES OF BOYS' AND GIRLS ON PLAYS 
I N GROUP A AS RECORDED ON CHILDREN 1 S CHECK SHEErS AT 
TDflE OF PLAY PRESENTATION WITH REGARD TO PREFERENCES 
Preferred Preferred for Preferred f or 
to a story listening oral activity 
Number No .of No. of No . of 
Play Voting Votes di 1.'? Votes % Votes % 
a 
Five Brothers 287 254 88.81 253 88 .15 253 88.l5 r 
I 
1Hansel and Gretel 292 
IThankful Ind eed 290 
JMidnight Bm"ial 301 
Return of the Nina 307 
I 
II In the Days, etc. 307 
The w.:ish 
II A Mad Tea Party 
II 
The House is, etc. 
299 
29 1 
252 86 . 30 
~42 83.74 
~75 91.67 
~66 86 . 64 
64 86 .56 
265 88 . 63 
259 89 . 00 
251 85 . 96 264 90 .41 
a 254 87.89 259 89.31 
281 
~63 
93 . 36 272 90 . 37 , 
86.23 ~62 85.62 
~61 85 .29 275 89 . 58 
~64 
61 
88.29 268 89 .63 
c 90.31 266 92 .36 
92 . 78 ~73 94 .14 
I 
1 Turncoat 
!! Littlest Month 
IWho Started, etc. 
291 
293 
293 
283 
292 
292 
298 
2'72 93 . 47 270 
b 
243 82 . 94 249 85.57 ~53 87 . 54 r 
A Kettl e of Brains 
,, Big 
11
The 
News fr om, etc. 
Emperor's, etc. 
a - l blank on ballvt 
a 
267 91.13 262 
a 
252 89 .05 264 
a 
267 91.44 265 
a 
242 83 .16 249 
b 
277 92 . 95 273 
89.73 ~69 
b 93.62 260 
91.07 ~72 
85.27 259 
92.23 277 
b - 2 b lanks on ba llots 
c - 3 blanks on ballots 
d - 4 blanks on bal lots 
92 .12 
92 .53 
93 • 47 I 
~9 . 311 
~3 . 27 
To the question, 11Do you like this play as well as a story? 
I'
Yes_No_? 11 , the balloting I'evealed that no p lay received less 
than 82 . 94% of the vot es cast. 
11 To the question, ":Uid you enjoy listening to the reading of 
a p l ay as much as to tb,e reading of a story? Yes_ No_? ll, no play 
I 
caused less than 85 .2'7% of the votes to be cast in the aYes" 
column. 
To the question, '' ~ If your group were asked to read to the 
1class wou l d you prefer to read a p lay or a story? Yes No ?n , 
no play caused l ess than 85.62% of the votes to be cast i n 
favor of a p lay. 
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TABLE II I 
I NUMBER AND PERCENT OF CHOICES OF TITLES IN GROUP A ,, 
Tit l es 
J Five Brothers 
1 
Fi ve F oo l ish Me n 
They Couldn ' t Count 
1
1 Hansel and Gre t e l 
I
, The Candy House 
The VH tch 
11 Thankful Indeed 
1 Bob and t h e Pumpki n 
1
; Swapping 
Midni ght Bur i a l 
The Pois oned Cake 
1! A Terrible Mi s t ake 
I 
,, 
I 
Return of the Nina 
Co l umbus Returns 
J uan Viai t s for Co l runbus 
I n the Days of Ki ng Al fred 
Joan, the Her oine 
King Alfred ' s Horn 
1
, The W'ish 
II 
II 
I 
Mis s lVIuffet 1 s W.ish 
The Spider ' s Bite 
A Mad Tea Party 
An Ep i sode f r om Al i ce i n 
V'i onder l and 
Al ice and Her Fr i ends 
Number 
Voting 
28'7 
292 
u 
f.t 
289 
iW 
310 
II 
It 
307 
it 
I·~ 
307 
lt 
" 
298 
It 
" 
290 
29 1 
II 
It 
Times 
Chosen 
108 
115 
64 
227 
45 
2 0 
139 
97 
53 
144 
12 0 
37 
1 70 
92 
45 
119 
96 
83 
2 18 
38 
34 
211 
53 
2 7 
tJj, 
,o 
Choice 
37 . 63 
40 . 07 
22 • 30 I 
'I 77 . 34 15.41 
6 . 85 
48 .10 
33.56 
l _s . 34 
47 . 84 
39 . 8 7 
12 . 29 
55 . 37 
2 9 . 97 
14 . 66 
65 . 47 
1 4 . 33 
20. 1 0 
39 . 93 
32 . 2 1 
27. 8:5 
75 . 17 
13 . 10 
11.72 
72 . 51 
18 . 21 
9 . 28 
30 
II 
II 
TABLE III (Continued) 
J'ffilVIBER AND PERCE:N~ OF CHOICES OF TITLES IN GROUP A 
1----
1 
'I 
I 
Titles 
Tu.rncoa t 
1 He Chang ed His Coat 
II 
Traitor 
The Littlest Month 
Father Time Has Troubles 
An Extra Day 
Who Started The Fire 
The Chicag o Fi re 
1 Mrs. 0' Leary's Cow 
A Kettle of Brains 
Brains for Sale 
A Fool Gets Some Brains 
Big News From Litt l e America 
Admiral Byrd 
1 An Antarctic Expedit ion 
I The Emperor ' s New Clothes 
I
ll! The Invisible Robe 
From Hans Chi'istian Ander·s e n 
jl With t h e exception of 
Five Brothers, "Five Foolish 
original titles consistently 
votes. 
Number Times fa 
Voting Chosen Choice 
2 93 1 70 58 . 02 
It 61 20 . 8 2 
II 62 21.16 
293 149 50. 8 5 
!l 88 30.03 
u 56 19.11 
283 145 51.24 
It 68 24 . 03 
li 70 24.73 
292 164 56 .16 
tl 48 1 6 .44 
n 80 27.40 
292 169 57.88 
II 37 12.67 
It 86 29.45 
298 155 52.01 
1\ 131 43 . 96 
II 12 4 .03 
the first alternate title for 
Men", 115 votes, 40.07J~, all 
received the greatest number of 
·----·-- - - -
31. 
TABLE IV 
}TTJivlBER Al\1-:D PERCENT OF FIRST CHOICES OF BOYS AND GIRLS OF 
PLAY5 I N GROUP A AS RECORDED ON FINAL PREFERENCE SHEETS 
---
Boys Girls Both 
No . 155 No. 145 No . 300 
Pl ay Times % Times % Times % 
Chosen Choice Chosen Choice Chosen Choice 
Fiive Brothers 9 5.81 6 4.14 15 5.00 
I Hanse l and Gretel 4 2.58 3 2 . 07 7 2 .33 
' Thankful Indeed 4 2 .58 l .69 5 l. 67 
1 Midnight Burial 16 10.32 34 23.45 50 16. 67 
Return of the Nina 5 3.23 3 2.07 8 2.67 
, In the Days, etc. 6 3 . 8 7 4 2 . 76 10 3 .33 
1 The Wish 5 3.23 14 9 .66 1 9 6 . 33 
A Mad Tea Party 9 5. 8 1 2 1.38 ll 3.67 
The Housef etc. 19 12 .26 25 17.24 44 1 4 .67 
Turncoat l .65 0 o.oo l .33 
I 
1 
Littlest Month 8 5.16 3 2.06 ll 3.67 
1 Vlho Started, etc. 3 1.94 l .69 4 1 . 33 
A Kett le of Brains 23 14.84 23 15.86 46 1 5 .33 
Big News , etc. 13 8 .39 l . 69 14 4.67 
The Emperor 's etc. 29 18 .71 24 16.55 53 17.67 I 
Blanks on ballots l .65 l .69 2 . 67 
The four plays chosen most often by the 300 boys and 1 
g irls are: The Emperor ' s New Clothes, 53 votes, 17. 67%; TV1idnigh t 
1 Burial, 50 votes, 16.67%; ! Ke~~le of B~ains, 46 votes, 15.33%; 
The House is Haunted, 44 votes, 14.67%: Big News From Little 
America, put in fifth p la ce by t he 155 b oys, received 13 votes, 
8 . 39% but from the 145 g irls only l vote . • 69% . A Mad Tea I 
Party pol led 9 votes, 5.8 1% from t h e boy~ and 6 vote~ 4.14% 
from the girls. The Wish was selected 14 times, 9.66%, by 
t he g irls. - - ---
~2 ·~ ) '1\ D" 
TABLE V 
NUMBER AND P:8.:RCEJ\1T OF S,ECOND CHOICES OF BOYS AND GI RLS OF 
PLAYS. I N GROU~ f=. AS RECORDED ON FINAL PR:F;i;FERENCE SHEE'I'S 
Boys Girls Bot h 
No. l55 No . 145 No. 300 
Times % Times % Times % 
Chosen Ch oice Chosen Choice Chosen Cho ic e 
,, __ _ 
17 10.97 Five Brothers 6 4 .14 23 7 . 67 
Hansel and Gretel 14 9 . 03 
I 
12 8 . 28 26 8 . 6 7 
Thankfu l Indeed 5 3 . 23 l . 69 6 2 . 00 
Midnight Burial 12 7. 74 15 10. 34 27 9 . 00 
' Re turn of the Nina 8 5 . 16 8 5 . 52 16 5 .33 
In the Days , etc. 6 3 . 87 4 2 . 76 10 3.33 
I The Wish 7 4. 52 13 8 . 9 7 20 6 . 67 
A Mad Tea Party ll 7 .10 4 2 . 76 15 5 . 00 
,I The House , etc . 17 10. 9 7 30 20.69 47 1 5 . 67 
Tur n co a t 4 2 . 58 0 0.00 4 1. 33 
Litt l est Month 7 4 . 52 . 5 3 . 45 12 4 . 00 
' V'J:ho Started the Fire 7 4 . 52 6 4 .14 13 4 . 33 
I 
A Kettle of Brains 21 13 .55 23 15. 8 6 44 14.67 
I 
.
1
, Big News, etc. 6 3.87 0 o. oo 6 2. 00 
I The Emperor 's etc. 12 7.74 18 12. 4 1 30 II 10.00 I 
Blanks on ballo ts l . 65 0 o.oo l .33 
Th e four p lays selected as second choice by t he 300 boys 
1 ;1 and girls are : The _E!_ous e -~Haunted, 47 votes, 15 . 67%; ! Kett le 1 
of Brains, 44 votes, 14. 67;b: The Em~_r.::_or ' s New .Q.~othes, 30 
lr votes, 10. 00%; and IViidnight Burial, 27 votes, 9 . 00% . The 1 55 II 
1i b oys chose Five Br oth .ers:-I7tlmes, 1 0 . 9 7%, and Hansel and 
'I Gr e tel, 14 times:-g:-o3%after A Kett l e of Brains and~he-House 
I is Haunted, whi l e the 1 45 girls added The Wish 13 times:- 8 . 97% a nd Hansel and Grete l 12 t imes, 8 . 28% to their f i rst f o u r choi ces . -- - ----
I [ 
., TA BLE VI 
l'TUMBER AND PERCENT OF THIRD CHOICES OF BOYS AND GIRLS OF 
PLAYS IN GROUP A AS RECORDED ON FINAL PREFERENCE SHEETS 
Play 
j Five Br others 
' Hansel and Grete l 
1 Thankful Indeed 
:! Mi dnight Bur i a l 
Return of t he Nina 
I In the Days, etc. 
The W.i s h 
1 A Mad Tea Party 
1 The House , et c. 
Boys 
No. 155 
Times % 
Chos en Choice 
ll 7.10 
8 5.16 
2 1.2 9 
13 8 . 39 
8 5 .16 
8 5.16 
13 8 . 39 
16 1 0 . 32 
24 15.48 
Girls Both 
No . ~ 145 No . 300 
rp· 
_lmes % Times of ;o 
Chosen Choice Chosen Choi c e 
0 o.oo ll 3 .67 
6 4.14 14 4.67 
2 1.38 4 1 . 33 
15 10. 34 28 9 .33 
5 3.45 13 4 .33 
6 4 .14 14 4 . 67 I 
21 14.49 34 11.33 
8 5 . 52 24 8 . 00 
27 18 . 62 51 1 7 . 00 
1 Turncoat 7 4 . 52 l . 69 8 2 . 67 
Litt l est Month 5 3.23 ll 7.59 16 5 . 33 
l1 VJha Started the Fire 
1: 
i A Ket t l e of Brains 
10 
8 
6 . 45 
5 .16 
9 6 . 2 1 1 9 6 . 33 
15 10.34 23 7 . 67 
Bi g News, etc. 9 5. 8 1 6 4.14 15 5 . 00 
1
The Emperor 's , etc . 13 8 . 38 13 8 . 9 7 26 8 .67 
I 
Blanks on bal l ot s l . 6 5 l .68 2 .67 
The four p lays selec t ed as third cho i ce by the 300 boys 
I and girls are: The Hous e is Haunted, 51 votes, l7. 00%; The Wish, 
I 34 vote s, ll.33ro; Mi dnightBur i al, 28 _yotes, 9 . 33%; and The- 1 
Emperor ' s New Clothes, 26 votes, 8 . 67~& . The 155 boys chos e: 
1 ! Mad Tea ?arty, 16 time s, 10.32%; The Wish , 13 times , 6 .39%; 
and Five Brothers , ll times , 7 .10% in their second, fifth , and 
sixth places, respectively. The 145 g irls voted 15 times, 
' 10. 34% f or A Kett le of Brains, gi ving it second place in their I 
votes. The-Li ttlestMonth , ll times, 7 .591b, was in six t h p lace 
in the selections of the-girls . 
34 
The four p l ays most disliked by the 300 boys and g irls 
a re: Turncoat, 53 votes, 1'7. 67%; Big New~ f rom Little America, 
47 votes, 15. 67%; Five Brothers, 36 votes, 12.00%; and A Mad 
1 
Tea Party, 20 votes~.67%. The 155 boys, in addition to---
Turncoat and Five Brothers, rejected: The Wish, 1 4 votes, 9 .03%; 
11 In -±he Days of ·King Alfred , 13 votes, 8 . 39"%;and the Little~! 
I Month, ll votes, 7.10%: The 145 g irls did n ot l ike The Return ' 
11 of the Nina, 13 votes, 8 . 97% and P::_ Mad Tea Par~y, 9 votes,6.2l~b 
jl in add ition to Bi g News From Little America, Turn c oat and F ive 
II 
li 
'I 
Brothers. Three children did not wish to record a d i s like . 
35 
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TABLE VIII 
PERCENTAGES ON RATINGS GIVEN BY TEN PARTICIPATING! TEACHERS:ON TEACHERS • CHECK SHEErS FOR GROUP A 
Vocabulary 
I 
Content 
·:}Humor 
Roles Characterized 
Plays 
Oral expression GOm-
1 pared with reading 
Growth in interest 
in play reading 
Growth in expression 
(\j 
M ~ ~ 
Q) •rl C) ..p 
..p 'd M ~ +-"' H 
CD CD (\j CD m 
oo H CD ~ CD ~ 
~ o 'g ~ :5 oo"' m ~ 'd 
C) 
..p 
Q) 
:e '8 H ~ ~ ~ ~ CD ~ ~ 
o m M ..p 0 Q .£1 oo ..P -~ H CD oo 
~ M 2 ~ ~ CD ·~ 'g g ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ 
C) 
..p 
Q) 
H 
0 
H 
Q) 
i Q) ~ ~ ~ ~ :e ~ ~ = g ~ ~ ~ ~ 
!> ~ m 'D +"' CD CD CD H co o ~ 00 co 
~ (\j ~ ~ Q) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .£1 
~ = 8 ~ ~ H 8 8 8 8 8 ? < P1 8 
~ % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % I 
difficult 0 30 0 50 40 20 ] 0 20 10 70 10 0 0 70 20 22 . 67 
easy 80 70 80 50 60 80 80 70 80 30 90 90 70 20 60 67 . 33 
very easy 20 0 20 0 0 0 20 10 10 0 0 10 30 10 20 10 . 00 
interesting 70 80 30 l00---~6~0--~6~0+--=7~7---=7~0--~l~O~O--~l~0--~5~0---=9~0---=9~0--~3~0--~l~0--~6~7~.~7~9~ 
fairly interesting 30 20 60 0 30 30 j 22 20 0 50 50 10 10 60 0 26 . 17 
disliked 0 0 10 0 10 10 ~ 0 10 0 40 0 0 0 10 0 6 . 04 
' . The ten teachers' ratings given all plays in Group A 
reveal that~ 67 . 33% considered the vocabulary to be easy; 
67.79% thought the content interesting to the children; 
65 . 60% thoug· t the humor, if any, to be just funny ; 
49 . 60% thought the children characterized their roles 
very well . 
70 . 67% thought the expression in play reading to be better 
than i story reading; 66 . 00% thought the growth in interest 
in play-reading to be very noticeable; and 72 . 00% thought 
the growth in expression to be very noticeable. 
·- - ---'- ===================="=====~========~-=,~~-~--~========= . -:--:-::::--- -
! • ; I> · 
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TABLE IX 
~flJMBER AND PERCE:N'r OF VOTES OF BOTH BOYS AND GIRLS ON PLAYS 
IN GROUP B AS RBCOHDED ON CHIIDREN 1 S CHECK SHEETS AT TIVIE 
OF PLAY PR ;;'S.E NTATI ON WI'rH REGARD TO LIKI NG 
Li ke d 
it 
Numb er No.of 
___ P_l_a~y~ ________ V_o_t __ i_ng~o~.Votes % 
1 Ben Franklin, etc. 213 
Greta and , etc . 209 
Fire in a Paper 
, Lion & the Mouse 
Small Shoes, etc . 
A Needle, etc . 
Snow Whi te 
The He roi ne , etc. 
One Ring Circus 
1/ Quisling 
Adalmi na 1 s Pearl 
What He Deserves 
The Runaway Pirate 
The Magic Goose 
Ali Baba , etc. 
207 
211 
2 12 
206 
211 
207 
195 
18 9 
2 10 
2 10 
208 
2 14 
211 
170 79 . 81 
165 78 . 95 
108 52 .17 
18 1 85 .78 
138 65 .09 
179 8 6 . 8 9 
18 1 85 .78 
164 7 9 . 23 
159 8 1. 54 
107 56 .61 
187 89 . 05 
132 63.46 
127 59 . 35 
18 6 88 .15 
It was Didn t t 
All Right Like it 
No.of No .of 
Votes .~~ ____ Votes % 
41 19.24 
35 16 .7 5 
72 34 . 78 
22 10.43 
55 25 . 94 
22 1 0 . 68 
26 12.32 
34 16 .43 
32 16 .41 
55 29 . 10 
39 18 •57 
19 9 .04 
60 28 . 8 5 
66 30 . 84 
1 9 9 . 00 
2 
9 
27 
8 
1 9 
5 
4 
9 
4 
27 
5 
4 
16 
21 
6 
. 94 
4. 31 
13.04 
3 . 79 
8 . 96 
2 . 43 
1.90 
4 . 35 
2 . 05 
1 4 .29 
2 .38 11 
1. 90 
7.69 
9 . 8 1 
2 . 84 
The children 1 s check sheets fi lled out iw~ediately after 
the p l ay was p resented reveal that t h e six plays whi ch received ! 
I the most votes as being l iked were: What He Deserve s , 18 7 votes, 
!I 89 .05%; Ali Baba, 186 __ votes, 88 .15~; ~ Need le Fights for Free - 1 
I dom, 179 votes, 86 . 89~b ; Snow V!h ite, 18 1 votes , 8 5.78%;---r:ion and 
the Mouse , 18 1 vo t es , 85 .78%; and ~~ Ring Circus, 1 59 vo tes-,--
8 1.54%. The fiv e most disliked p lays were: Fire in a Paper, 
27 votes, 13.04 ~; Quisling, 27 vo tes , 13.04%; ! he ~agi c Goose , 
21 votes, 9 . 8 1%; Small Shoes and Small Tulip s, 1 9 votes, 8 . 96%; 
and Runaway Pirate, 16 votes,-~69% . ------
TABLE X 
NuMBER A:N"D PERCENT OF VOTES OF BOTH BOYS AND GIRLS ON 
PLAYS IN GROUP B AS RECORDED ON CHILDREN ' S CHECK SHEETS 
AT TIME OF PLAY PRESENTAT I ON VVITH REGARD TO PREFERENCES 
Play 
I 
lj Ben Franklin, etc . 
~reta and the Prince 
F ire in a Paper 
~ ~ion and the Mouse 
' Small Shoes , etc. 
I lA Needle Fights, etc. 
'
Snow White 
1
The Heroine of Wren 
lone Ring Circus 
~~uisling 
IAdal mi na ' s Pearl 
I What He Deserves 
'The Runaway Pirate 
The Magi c Goose 
Al i Baba, etc . 
Number 
Voting 
214 
209 
207 
2 11 
2 12 
20'7 
211 
207 
1 95 
191 
210 
2 10 
208 
2 14 
201 
Preferred Preferred for Preferred f or 
to a story l istening oral activity 
No . of No . of No . of 
Votes % Votes fa Votes 
176 82 .2¥.1 
180 86.12 
149 7 1 .98 
189 89.57 
173 81.60 
187 90 . 34 
18'7 88 .63 
Y84 89.32 
170 8 7.18 
141 73.82 
185 88.10 
187 89 .05 
178 85.58 
182 85 . 05 
" ~ ..... 
188 94.00 
181 
168 
171 
187 
~;·~ :-
1 51 
.,H.Jt. 
' "' '' 185 
~}-
186 
l84 
174 
1 59 
185 
185 
178 
~81 
193 
84.58 
80.38 
82 . 61 
88.62 
71. 90 
90 . 24 
88.5'7 
89 . 32 
89.23 
83.68 
88 . 10 
88 .10 
85.58 
84.98 
96.02 
176 
Y77 
166 
187 
1 '73 
181 
188 
182 
172 
133 
185 
18 5 
177 
182 
~~ 
188 
82.24 
85 . 10 
8 0.19 
88 .62 
8 1.60 
87 .44 
89 .10 
87 . 92 
88.21 
69.63 
88. 1 0 
88 .10 1 
85 .1011 
85 .05 
94 .00 
~:- 1 blank ballo t ~H~ 2 blank ballots II 
------
1 'l' o the que sti on, "Do you like this play as we 11 as a story? 
,Yes No ?'' , the balloting revealed that no play received l ess 
than 7l. 98% of the votes cast. 
'ro the question, ~•D id you enjoy l istening t o the read i ng o.f 
1
a p l ay as much as to the reading of a story? Yes_ No_ ?n , no p l ay 
caused l ess than 7 1. 90~fo of t he votes to be cast in the 11 Yes'• 
column. 
To the question, tv I f y our gr oup were asked to read to the 
1 c l ass wou l d you prefer to read a play or a story? Yes_No_ rt, no 
p l ay with t he exception of Quis ling caused less than 80 .19% of 
! the votes to be cast in favor of a p l ay . 
1: 
II 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE XI 
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF CHOICES OF TITLES I N GROUP B 
Titles 
Ben Franklin , Peace - Maker 
Ben Franklin, Ten Years Old 
', In the S oap and Cand l e Shop 
Gre t a and the Prince 
~ho ~ill Be a Princess 
, The Be ggar 
Fire in a Paper 
An Ol d Chinese Leg end 
A Chinese Less on 
The Lion and the Mouse 
1 
An Ol d Le g e nd 
The Mouse He l ps the Lion 
Smal l Shoes and Small Tulips 
Tulips for Sal e 
A Goo d Idea 
, A Needle Fi ghts for Freedom 
Our First F lag 
1 A S ewing Less on 
Snovv iiV:hi t e 
A S.c ene From Snovv VJhi te 
The P oisoned App l e 
~ The Heroine of Wren 
Cynt hia V\•;ri tes a Letter 
Cynthi a, A ~uaker Girl 
II 
One rUng Ci rcus 
Horace Showed Them 
He's Too Smart 
Quisling 
A Traitor 
Norway ' s Traitor 
================-=-========== 
Nmnber 
Voting 
214 
n 
u 
209 
II 
II 
206 
11 
II 
210 
111 
II 
212 
n 
l.W 
208 
If 
II 
2 11 
II 
It 
207 
If 
It 
194 
ll 
ft 
191 
" It 
Times 
Chosen 
130 
50 
34 
126 
50 
33 
102 
51 
53 
120 
14 
76 
1 60 
14 
38 
134 
65 
9 
131 
30 
50 
138 
51 
18 
124 
51 
1 9 
117 
17 
57 
% 
Choice 
60 .75 
23 . 36 
1 5 . 89 
60 . 29 
23 . 92 
1 5 . 79 
4 9 . 51 
24 . 76 
25 .73 
57.14 
6 . 67 
3 6 .19 
75 . 47 
6 . 60 II 17. 92 
64 . 42 
3 1. 25 
4.33 
62 .09 
14. 22 
23 . 70 
66 .67 
24.64 
8 .70 
63 . 92 
2 6 . 29 
9 . 79 
6 1. 26 
8 . 90 
29 . 84 
39 
l 
l -I 
TABLE XI (Continued) 
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF CHOICES OF TITLES I N GROUP B 
Titles 
Adalmina ' s Pearl 
The Gifts of the Fairies 
A Kind Heart 
What He Deserves 
The Gift to t he King 
The Poor Brother and the 
Ricn Brother 
The Runaway Pirate 
A Man from Davy J one s' Locker 
Wh at the Pirate Didn 't Know 
Number 
Voting 
209 
II 
n 
208 
II 
208 
n 
It 
214 
Times 
Chosen 
130 
47 
32 
98 
66 
44 
98 
66 
44 
C[l 
70 
Choice 
61. 90 
20 . 00 
17.14 
47.12 
31.73 
21.15 
47.12 
21 l. 'ZZS 
21.15 
The Ma g ic Goose 
I . 
Who Made the Princess Laugh n 
lle 
44 
55 
53.74 
20.56 
25.70 
II 
Simon and t h e Golden Goose n 
Ali Ba b a and t he F orty Thieves 211 
Morg iana, The Heroine u 
An Arabian Night 1 s Tale 11 
155 
3 5 
21 
73.46 
1 6 . 59 
9 . 95 
The gre a test number o f votes in each inst a nce was g iven 
to the ori g inal title. 
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TABLE XI I 
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF FIRST CHOICES OF BOYS AND GIRLS OF 
PLAYS I N GROUP B AS RECORDED ON FINAL PREFERENCE SHEETS 
Boys Girls Both 
No . 111 No. 97 No. 208 
Times (f/ 7o Times % rr· _lmes % 
Chosen Choice Chosen Choice Chosen Choice 
Ben Franklin, etc . 7 6.31 4 4 . 12 11 5.29 
Greta and the Pr i nce 0 0 . 00 7 7 . 22 7 3 .37 
Fire in a Paper 1 .90 2 2 .06 3 1. 44 
Lion and the Mouse 14 12.61 2 2. 06 16 7.69 
Small Shoes, et c. 2 1. 8 0 3 3 . 09 5 2 . 40 I 
A Needle, etc. 5 4.50 14 14.43 19 9.13 
Sn ow WJhi te 0 o.oo 12 12 . 37 12 5.77 
1 The Hero i ne of W'ren 8 7.21 7 7 . 22 15 7.21 
One Ring Circus 6 5.41 2 2. 06 8 3 . 8 5 
Quisling 7 6 .31 1 1.03 8 3 . 85 
Ada l mina ' s Pearl 1 . 90 5 5 . 15 6 2.88 
Vihat He Deserves 3 2.70 1 1.03 4 1. 92 
The Runaway Pirate 4 3 . 60 1 1.03 5 2.40 
The Magi c Goose 4 3.60 3 3 . 09 7 3.37 
Al i Baba , etc . 49 44.15 33 34 . 02 82 3 9 .42 
Blanks on ballots 0 0.00 0 o.oo 0 
I 
0.00 
The four p lays chosen most often by the 208 boys and 
1 
girls ar e: Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves, 82 votes, 39 . 42%; 
A Needle Fight s for Freedom, 19 votes, 9 . 13%; The Lion and 
the~louse-;-r6 votes, 7.69% ; and The Heroine of Wren, 15 votes, 
7.21%. The 111 boys i n addi ti ont;O Ali Ba ba-,-The Lion and the 
Mouse, and The Heroine of Wren, gave--:-B"en Franklin-; Peac8='Ivia:ker I 
I 7 votes, 6.31%; Quisling,· 7 votes, 6 . 31%; and One Ring Circus, 
6 vo t es, 5.41%. The 97 gir ls, in addition to Al i Baba , A Need le 
Fights For Fre edom, a nd !he Her oi ne of Wren, chose:-snow Wbite , 
12 times, 12 . 3~Greta and the Prince, 7 times, 7.22%; and 
Adalmi na 's Pearl, 5 time8-;-5.15%. 
,, 
I 
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TABLE XIII 
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF SECOND CHOICES OF BOYS AND GIRLS OF 
PLAYS I N GROUP B AS RECORDED ON FINAL PREFERENCE SHEETS 
------
Boys 
Play 
No . 111 
Times % 
Chosen Choice 
1 Ben Franklin, etc. 10 
Greta and the Prince 5 
Fire in a Paper 4 
Lion and the Mouse 9 
Small Shoes etc . 5 
A Needle Figh ts 11 
1 Snovv Vihi t e 12 
The Heroine of V!/.;ren 4 
One Ring Circus 10 
r uisling 7 
, Adalmina 1 s Pearl 1 
What He Deserves 12 
The Runaway Pirate 3 
The Magic Goose 11 
Ali Baba, etc. 7 
Blanks on ballots 0 
9 . 01 
4 . 50 
3 . 60 
8 .11 
4. 50 
9 . 91 
10.81 
3 . 60 
9.01 
6.31 
.90 
10. 8 1 
2.70 
9.91 
6. 31 
0.00 
Girls 
No . 97 
ozo' Times ;c 
Chosen Choice 
4 
3 
6 
5 
5 
10 
17 
10 
9 
0 
9 
4 
1 
2 
12 
0 
4 .12 
3.09 
6.19 
5 .15 
5 .15 
10. 31 
17.53 
10.3 1 
9.28 
o.oo 
9 . 28 
4.12 
1.03 
2 . 06 
12 . 37 
0.00 
Both 
No. 208 
Times % 
Chosen Choice 
14 
8 
10 
14 
10 
2 1 
29 
14 
19 
7 
10 
16 
4 
13 
19 
0 
6.73 
3 . 85 
4.81 
6 . 73 
4.81 
10.10 
13 . 94 
6 . 73 
9 . 13 
3.37 
4.81 
7.69 
1.92 
· 6 . 25 
9 . 13 
o.oo , 
The four p lays selected as second choices by t he 208 
boys and girls are: Snow White, 29 votes, 13. 94?~ ; A Need le 
Fights For Freedom, 2 1 votes, 10 .10%; Ali Baba, l9-votes,9 .l3~b; 
and One"IIT"n g Circus, 1 9 votes, 9 . 13~;. In addition to Snow 
V~:hite and A Needle Fights For Freedom, the lll b oys chose: 
!I 
- ~ha~ He Deserves, 12 times~O . B l%;-rfhe Magic Go os e, ll times , 
9 . 9 l~Qne Ring Circus, 10 times, 9 . 01%; and Ben Franklin, 
~ Peace-Maker, 10 times, 9 . 01% . The 97 gir ls in addition t o 
j Snow White, Ali Baba, and! Needle Fights For Freedom ~ chose: 
1 !he ~eroine of Wren, 10 times, 10. 3 1%; and Adalmina 1 s Pearl, 
9 t ime s , 9 • 28"% . 
42 
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TABLE XI V 
NUMBER AJ'.JTI P&'qCENT OF THIRD 1 CHOI CES OF BOYS A:ND GIRLS OF 
PLAYS I N GROUP B AS RECORDED ON FINAL PREFERENCE SHEETS 
Boys Girls Both 
No. 111 No. 9 7 No. 208 
Times % Times % Times % 
Pl ay Cho s en Choice Chosen Choice Chosen Choice 
Franklin , etc. 9 8 .11 7 7.22 1 6 7.69 
1 Greta and the Prince 3 2 . 70 5 5 .15 8 3 . 85 
" 
I 
I 
Fire in a Paper 5 4 . 50 5 5.15 10 4. 8 1 
Lio n a nd the Mouse 6 5.40 6 6 .19 12 5.77 
Small Shoes, etc . 1 .90 1 0 1 0 . 31 11 5.29 
A Needle Fi ghts 10 9 .01 7 7.22 17 8 . 17 
Snow White 1 5 13.51 14 14.43 29 1 3 .94 
The Heroine of Wren 1 0 9.01 10 10.31 20 9.62 
One Ring Circus 8 7.21 5 5. 15 13 6 .25 
~~uisling 8 7 . 2 1 3 3 .09 11 5 . 29 
Adal mina ' s Pearl 3 2.70 10 10.31 13 6 . 25 
W.hat He Deserves 10 9 . 01 3 3 . 09 13 6.25 
The Runaway Pirate 9 8.11 2 2 . 06 11 5.29 
Th e Magic Goo se 4 3.60 3 3 . 09 7 3.37 
Ali Baba, etc . 1 0 9 .01 6 6. 1 9 16 7.69 ! 
Blanks on ballots 0 o. oo 1 1.03 1 .48 
The four plays select ed as tb.ird choices by the 208 b oys 
and girls are: Snow W.hite, 29 vot es, 13.94%; The Heroine of 
V\~ren, 20 votes, ---g:-62%; A Need le Fi ghts For Freedoffi, 17votes, 
8 .17%; and Ali Baba and-the Fort~ Thieves: 16 votes, 7 . 69% . 
The 111 boys also checked: What He Deserves, 10 times, 9 . 01%; 
and the Runaway Pirate, 9 t i mes,B.ll%; in addi tion to the 
four p lay s selected by the boys and girls to gether. The 9 7 
gi rls check ed: Adalmina ' s Pea rl, 10 times, 1 0.3 1%; Small Shoes 
and Small Tulips, 10 times, 1 0.31%; and Ben Frankli~Peace-
1i1aker , 9 times, 7.22tb; i n addition to SnowWhite and Th_e __ 
Heroine of W.;ren. 
TABLE XV 
:NUMBER AND PERCENT OF DISLIKES. OF BOYS AND GIRLS OF 
PL.~YS I N GROUP B AS RECORDED ON FINAL PREFERENCE SHEETS 
Boys Girls Bo t h 
No. lll No. 97 No . 208 
Times % Times % Times · % 
Play Chosen Choice Chosen Choi ce Chosen Ch oice 
• Ben Franklin, etc . 9 8 .11 5 5 .15 14 6 . 73 
Greta and t he Prince 3 2.70 l 1. 03 4 1 . 92 
Fire in a Paper 24 2 1. 62 9 9 . 28 33 1 5 . 8 7 
Lion and the Mouse 5 4 . 50 5 5 . 15 10 4 . 8 1 
Small Shoes , etc . 12 10. 8 1 3 3 . 09 15 7.21 
A Ne edle Fi ghts 3 2.70 0 0 .00 3 1.44 
I S.n ow W,hi t e 4 3 . 60 3 3 . 09 7 3.37 
lj The Heroi ne of ·wren 6 5 . 41 5 5 .15 ll 5.2 9 
One Ring Circus 2 1. 80 l 1. 03 3 1. 44 
I ~uis ling 17 15.32 3 1 31. 96 48 23 . 08 
Adal mina 1 s Pear l 2 1. 8 0 5 5 .15 7 3.37 
Wh at He De s erve s 3 2 . 70 l 1. 03 4 1. 92 
The Runaway Pirate 4 3.60 17 17. 53 2 1 1 0 .10 
Th e Ma g ic Goose 8 7.21 7 7 . 22 1 5 7.21 
'I Ali Baba , etc. 9 8 .11 3 3.09 12 5 .77 
Blanks on ballots 0 o. oo 1 1.03 l . 48 
The four p l ays dis liked by the 208 boys and g ir ls are: 
QUis l ing,_48 votes, 23.08%; Fi r e in~ Paper, ?3 vot es , 1 5 . 8 7%; 
I Runaway Plrate, 2 1 vot es , 1 0 .10%; and The r·llagl c Goose, 15 votes, 
7 . 21%. In addition t o Fire in~ Paper, ~uisling, and The Ma g ic 
Goos e, t he ll l b oys r ejected Small Shoes and Small Tu lips , 12 
votes, 10.8 1%; Ali Baba and t he Forty Thieves~-- votes;-8. 11%; 
I 
and Ben Franklin-,-Peace- MaEer:-9 vo tes, 8 . 11%. The 97 g irls, 
. in add ition to Quisling , The Runaway Pirate, fire in~ Paper , 
' and The Ma gic Goose, disliked AdaLrnina 1 s Pearl, The Heroine of 
I Wren, and The Li on and th~ Mouse, gi ving 5 votes, 5 .15% LO each. 
•<t :. 
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TABLE XVI 
PERCENTAGES ON RATINGS GIVEN BY NINE PARTICIPATING TEACHERS ON TEACHERS' CHECK SHEETS FOR GROUP B 
a:> 
til 
a:> ;j C) 
C) 0 
.p c c ~ a:> a:> a:> C) •rl H · .p 
.p H a:> C) 
-· 
r-l til \ aj 
a:> P-t H .r:: .p til til H a:> H 
Plays a:> .p a:> .p '+-1 ;j aj :> •rl 
"' 
a:> p.. 
.r:: 0 C) a:> H P-t C) c .r:: aj 'd 
"' 
QO H P-t a:> .p 
•rl .p P-t c til •rl a:> .rJ til :>, a:> a:> 
r-l aj a:> r:r., a:> c 0 til a:> aj til ~ 
"" 
aj 0 .p •rl C:) :s: 0 
"' 
til c c c 
.r:: a:> •rl 0 QO 00 aj aj 0 aj :>, 
aj aj c 0 (/) r-l .r:: H c c c a:> .• , c 0 ,D aj H •rl •rl 'd ~ a:> .rJ •rl orl ;:q ;j aj r-l r:r., aj 1--=i r-l a:> ;:q ~ r-l ~ ~ C) r:q P-t 
.p a:> r-l a:> :s: til r-l .p orl c a:> H a:> aj z 0 a:> a:> .rJ aj aj a:> QO •rl r-l a:> H •rl .r:: ~ c .r:: c ;j 'd .r:: .r:: aj r-l r-l r:q 0 r:r., E-i (/) < tJ) E-i 0 (.Y <l! > E-i ~ <l! < 
% 5b ~b % % % % % % % % % % _% % % 
difficult 0 12 75 12 0 0 1 0 37 12 62 25 12 0 12 12 19 . 17 
Vocabulary easy 75 87 25 75 75 62 75 50 75 37 62 62 100 75 75 66 . 67 
very easJ_ 25 0 0 12 25 37 25 12 12 0 12 \'.: ,.2.5 ,-... 0 12 12 14 . 17 
interesting 50 75 37 87 50 75 100 75 87 50 75 100 25 87 100 71.67 
Content fairly interesting 50 25 50 12 50 25 0 25 12 50 25 0 75 12 0 27 . 50 
disliked it 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00.83 
hilariously funny 0 0 0 12 0 2~ 1 12 0 25 0 0 25 12 12 12 11 . 39 ?}Humor just .funny 75 62 0 62 62 87 37 75 12 50 62 25 62 75 78r. 48 
dull 12 0 37 0 12 0 0 0 0 12 12 0 12 0 0 10 . 13 
very wel l 13 12 12 37 50 3 7 37 12 50 12 62 50 25 25 62 33 . 33 
Roles Characterized well 62 87 37 62 50 6~ 11 62 62 37 62 25 50 25 62 25 78 . 48 Eoorl;y 25 0 50 0 0 0 25 12 25 12 0 50 12 12 15 . 00 
Oral expression com- better 62 75 12 75 ~5 8 7 ' 100 62 62 62 87 87 37 75 87 70 . 00 
same 37 25 75 25 25 12 0 37 37 37 0 12 62 25 12 28 . 33 pared with reading Eoorer 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 01.67 
Growth in interest very n oticeable 62 37 37 62 75 55 . 00 
not icearole 25 62 50 37 25 40 . 00 in play reading 
not noticeable 12 0 12 0 0 05 . 00 
very noticeable 37 25 37 37 62 40 . 00 
Gr owt h in expression noticeable 50 75 37 62 37 52 . 50 
not noticeable 12 0 25 0 0 07 . 50 
-----
-11- Checks on this item totaled 7 5 3 6 6 2 8 3 8 1 5 5 4 6 7 
The nine teachers' ratings given all plays in Group B 78 . 48% t ought the children characterized their roles very 
reveal that: 66 . 67% considered the vocabulary to be easy; well; 70 . 00% thought the expression in play-reading to be 
71.67% thought the content interesting to the children; better t an in story reading; 55 . 00% thought the growth in 78 . 48~b thought the humor, if any, to be just funny. interes t in play-reading to be very noticeable; and 52 . 50% 
thought the growth in expression to be noticeable . 
t 
. 
I 
I 
I 
II 
:I 
The number of pag es involved in the s urvey are tabulated 
in TABLE XVII for Group A and i n TABLE XVII I for Group B . 
These tab l es may be found on pages 47 and 48 , respectively. 
In t~e first c o lurnn of ea ch table are the number of 
I 
I pages required by each p lay. The second column gives the 
I 
numb er of characters in the play . The produc t of the number 
in the fir st column and the nrunber in the s e cond column 
multip l ied by t he number of classrooms g ives the t otal number 
of pabe s requi red to reproduce sufficient copi e s of each play . 
This total , added to the number of check sheets needed, g i ves 
1 the total pages r equired to survey the particular play . 
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T_BLE XVII 
TOT L NUMBER OF PAGE& US BY 3 07 PUPI LS 
I N SURVEY OF GROUP I T TViENTY CLASSRO IVIS 
Play 
1 Fi ve Brothers 
I 
Hansel and Grete l 
Thankful I nd eed 
1 Midnight Bur ial 
Return of the Nina 
I n the Days, etc . 
The V: ~i sh 
I A Mad Tea Par ty 
I 
1 The Hous e is , etc . 
I 
II Turncoa t 
' ~J Lit t l est Month 
~ Who St arted , et c. 
1A Ket tle of Brains 
1 Bi g News, et c. 
I 
1! The Emperor 1 s , etc. 
Pages 
per 
Pl ay 
3 
4 
3 
6 
7 
5 
5 
6 
9 
5 
5 
5 
6 
7 
9 
No . 
of 
Char . 
7 
7 
6 
8 
12 
4 
5 
5 
12 
6 
14 
9 
5 
8 
15 
Ch i ldren 's Final Pref erenc e Sheets 
Teach e r s' Check Sheets 
Te a chers' Inst r uc t i ons 
Total 
Tot a l 
No .of 
Pages 
420 
560 
360 
960 
1660 
400 
500 
600 
2160 
220 
1200 
900 
220 
1120 
2700 
Pupi l s 1 
Che ck 
Sheets 
307 
307 
3 07 
307 
307 
3 07 
307 
307 
3 07 
307 
307 
307 
307 
307 
307 
Tot als 
72 7 
8 67 
667 
1267 
19 6'7 
70'7 
8 07 
907 
2467 
52 7 
1 507 
1207 
527 
1427 
3 007 
307 
3 00 
140 
19332 
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SUMW~RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study wa s to select plays of 
int ere st to boys and gi rls of the fourth and fifth grades and 
test the plays selected for the pu~pos e of determining which 
had the greate st appeal. It was desirab le, also, to learn 
from the teachers who conducted the survey their opinions of 
II play-reading as an oral r eading activity. 
I A review of the literature furthered the belief that 
instruction in oral reading should be continued beyond the 
primary grade s even for the most f luent r eaders, that this 
more difficult process has social as well as educational im-
1 
portance, and that ora l reading must be done in a true audience 
situation unless it is being used in a testing procedure. 
The research on interests is volurninous. The over-
lapping of the classifications used by the various investi -
gators makes the information difficult to use. However, 
1 elements of the fairy tale, mystery and adventure, heroism and 
1 action, people of the past, nonsense, fantasy, anima ls, or 
1 humor are f'ound consistently in the favorite stories or books 
I of ei ght, nine, and ten-year-old boys and girls. 
jj The study was limited to the plays of one publisher. 
Approximate l y one-ha lf of the plays desi gnated for primary and 
intermediate grades were read . Thirty p lays containing the 
50 
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I 
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elements listed above were selected and rewritten for a p lay-
1 read ing activity. The thirty p lays were divided into t vv- o 
g roups, Group A and Group B. Group A was surveyed b y ten 
1 classes and Group B by nine classes. The nineteen classrooms 
with a total of 508 children are located in eighteen cities 
and towns in five New Eng land states. The population re pre-
sents low to upper socio-economic levels in urban, suburban , 
and rural areas. 
From the data obtained the following conclusions and 
observations were drawn: 
l. Oral p l ay-reading was preferred to the oral reading 
of a story by more than seventy- one percent of the children 
voting . 
:I 
2. Listening to a p lay was p referred to lis tening to 
1 a story by more than seventy-one percent of the children 
voting . 
3 . As a group oral reading activi ty play-reading was 
preferred by more than ei ghty percent of the children voting . 
4. In Group A the p lays liked best by the three 
hundred boys and gir ls were The Emperor's New Clothes, 
!. Midni gh~ Burial, ! Kettle of Brains , and The House is Hauntedi: 
In Group B the p lays liked best by the two hundr ed 
and eight boys and girls were Al i Baba ~nd the Forty Thieves, 
The Heroine of \'Wren, and A Needle Fi ghts for Freedom. 
5. In Group A sex differences were evidenced in the 
selection of The Wi sh by tn~ee percent of the boys and nine 
Boston University 
Schoo l of mctuoaj;lpq; 
Librar¥ 
percent of the gir ls, and Big News from Little America by 
eight percent of the boys and less than one percent of the 
girls. 
In Group B sex differences were evidenced in the 
selection of Snow White by none of the boys and twelve percent 
of the gi rls, Lion and the Mouse by tw$ l ve percent of the boys 
and tvvo percent of the girls, and .Sui s l~~ by six percent of 
1
: the boys and one percent of the girls . 
I 
,, 
I 6. In Group A the p lays most disliked by the three 
hundred b oys and girls were T~E~ oat, Big NeWE_ fro m Li~tle 
Arne~~~' Five Brothers, and ! Mad ~ea Pa~ . 
In Group B the plays most disliked by the two 
hundred and eight boys and girls vvere Qu isli_E;g_, Fire in a 
7. The quest ion concerned with the se l ection of a title 
for the particular p l ay revealed t ha t with one exception, 
The ~i~e ~ro!hers, the majority of v otes were cast in favor of 
the ori gina l title . This vote may have been influenced by 
the fact that the ori ginal title was listed first . 
8. The opinions of the nineteen teachers who conducted 
the survey i n their classro oms i ndicate that t he vocabulary 
of the plays with a few exceptions was considered to be easy 
for fourth and fifth grade children. The teach ers considered 
the content of interest to the children . Sixty- five percent 
thought that the children characterized their roles well and 
seventy percent considered oral expression to be better in 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
r 
I 
p lay- reading. Nine t y - four percent of the t eachers record ed 
growth in interest in play-reading and ninety- three p ercent 
observed growth in oral expression. 
I 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTED FURTHER STUDY 
CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTED FU?tTHER STUDY 
1 . Conduct. the same or a similar survey in an area 
outside of New ; n g l and . 
2 . Conduct a simi lar survey of p l ays not covered in 
this sui'vey . 
3 . Develop an o b j ective i n s t ru ment for measuring 
growth in oral expre ssion . 
I 
II 
I 
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APPENDIX 
-' 
A SURVEY OF PUPIL INTEREST IN PLAYS 
CHOSEN FOR A PROPOSED PLAY-READING ACTIVITY 
Contents of this package: 
A. An explanation of' the survey 
B. Notes for the teacher 
C. Fifteen plays for a play reading activity 
1. One copy of the p+ay for each character, the 
narrator, and the teacher. 
2. One check sheet on each play !'or each member of 
the class. 
3. One check sheet on each play for the teacher . 
4. One final Pr~ference sheet covering_,all fifteen plays 
for each member of the class. 
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A SURVEY OF PUPIL INTERR)T IN PLAYS 
CHOSEN FOR A PROPOSED PLAY-READING ACTIVITY 
An Explanation of the Survey 
The ultimate goal of this project is to identify material of 
high interest to be used in an oral reading activityo The playa 
which we wish to test were originally written for production. All 
.have been published in the magazine, "Plays", the publication of 
~lays Inc o, 8 Arlington Street, Boston·, 16, Massachusetts. Many have 
been suc cessfully produced throughout the country. 
Research has shown that stories of heroism and action, people 
of the past , fairy tales, mystery and adventure, nonsen,e, fantasy, 
animals, and humor are of high interest to eight to ten year-old 
children. Guided by this information thirty plays were selected 
which could be adapted · to a play reading situation. ("Fifteen of these 
plays are included in ~his package.) 
Each play has been rewritten to include a narrator who sets 
t he stage and explains action where necessary to the continuity of 
t he story, much after the order of the radio-play scripto Occasion-
ally the introduction of a new character has beep included in the 
lines of another. Some of the plays have been shortened. 
The proximate goal is to subject these plays to the scrutiny 
of' the children and to record their pre.ferences. 
The procedure for this aut;>vey is explained in the "Notes to 
eacher s" whic~ follow . 
Notes to Teachers 
First of all, our sincere thanks to you and yo~ c1ass for 
your participation in this survey. Your inttrest, cooperation, 
suggestions, and criticisms are welcomed and appreciat,d. 
No play shC!>uld take more than f~f'teen minutes of :reading 
time. Most of the plays will take from three to seven minutes to 
present. 
The number of characters in each play, 1ncluding the narrator 
is to be found directly under the title on each script. 
The plays have been divided into three groups of five each. 
-There are three different procedures to be follo,ed for 
each group. For the purioses of the surve~ it is important that 
\ 
directions be followea implicit1y. 
;L 
Proce~ure for Group I 
The five plays in this group in the order of presentation 
are: 
Number of Number of 
Characters Pages 
1. "Ben Franklin, Peace-Maker" 5 3 
2. "Greta and the Prince" 6 3 + 
3. "Fire in a Paper" .,., 5 + 
4. "The Lion and th$ Mouse" 8 5 
5. "Small Shoes ant;l Small Tul-ips" 8 6 + 
The play, "Ben Franklin, Peace-Maker", is the first to be 
presented. 
1. Assi~n the roles. The narrator may, in every play, be 
either a boy or a girl. 
·- 2. Distribute the scripts and allow about fo~ to seven minutes 
' 
for silent reading of the whole play by each of the children. 
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3. Have the play read aloud as a reading exercise. Give 
suggestions f'or expression and characterizations. and, of course, 
help with any difficult vocabulary. Instruct in the techniques 
of play reading namely: watching f'or cues, picking up QUes 
quickly, noting that a succession of' dots indicates pauses, and 
that the name of' the character preceding the line is not to be 
read aloud. Your assistance at this stage will set the pa~tern 
for the independent work with the subsequent groups of plays. 
I 
4. Later in the day, possibly at story time, allow the 
cast to present the play in an audience situation to the class 
as a whole. 
5. Immediately after each play presentation to t:p.e class 
as a whole, please distribute the children's check sheets f'or the 
particular play. The information which these check sheets will 
contain is the essence of this survey. Please assist the children 
in any way which will assure an accurate report of the likes, 
dislikes, and pref'erences of each child in regard to eacn play. 
Try not to influence his report or allow other children to do so. 
-· .. 
NOTE: The first five plays use 40 characte~s. In assign-
ing the roles in these first f'ive plays please give ae many 
different children an opportunity to take part as is possibleo 
These are the only opportunities you will have to personally 
direct the pre-reading activities. 
Teacher's Check Sheets 
The teacher's check sheet is short and can be f'illed out 
toward the end of the presentation of the play to the class. It 
can then be filed with the pupils' check sheet. Your -observations 
are most importantt 
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Procedure for Group II 
The five plays in this group in the order of presen,tation are: 
Number of Number of 
characte;I"s pages 
6. ttA Needle Fights foi" Freedom" 10 5 + 
7. "Snow White" 11 5 
8. "The Heroine of ~ Wrenlt 7 7 
9. "One ·Ring Circus" 10 8 + 
10. "Ruisling" 11 4 + 
The play, "A Needle Fights for Freedom", is the first to be 
presented in Group II. 
1. Assign the roles. The qarrator may, in every play, be 
either a boy or a girl. 
2. Distribute the scripts and allow independent treading at 
home or in school free-time as part of the preparation for the 
audience reading situation. 
3. The following day allow the cast an opportunity to read 
the play aloud together. Name one child who will be held 
responsible for this group reading a?tivity. 
4. Later that same day, possibly at story time, allow the 
cast to present the play in an audience situation to the class 
as a whole. 
5. Immediately after each play presentation to the class as 
a whole please d~stribute the children's check sheets for the 
particular play. Assist the children where ne~essary in order to 
assure an accurate report. Important\ 
6. Fill out the teacher's check sheet for the particular 
play. Importantl 
I 
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Procedure for Group III 
The five plays in this group in the order of presentation are: 
Number of Number of 
character~ pages 
ll.. "Adalmina t s Pearl" 5 5 
12. "What He Deserves" 8 5 
13. "The Runaway Pirate" 7 3 + 
14. "The Magic G001e" 18 5 
15. ttAli Babe. and t~e Forty Thieves'• 7 8 + 
The play, "Ada~m1nats :Pearl", is the first to be presented in 
Group III. 
1. Assign one child as chairm$.n whose responsibility it is to 
organize the play activity for the next dayo 
2. Allow the child an opportunity to read the play. 
3. Permit the child to assign roles to his classmates. 
4. Permit the child and his group time to pre-read the play 
together. 
5. Consult with the child as to the time whe~ he and his 
classmates may present the play to the class in an audience 
situation. 
6. Immediately after each play presentation to the class as 
a whole distribut·e the children's check sheets for the :particular 
play. Assist the children where necessary in order to insure an 
ac curate report. Importantl 
7. Fill out the teacher's check sheet for the particular 
play. Importantl 
6 6 
Final Preference Sheets 
The final preference sheet is to be used after the fifteenth 
play has been read. It contains a brief resume of the story of 
each play for purposes of identification. Please read it aloud 
with the children. On this sheet the children are asked to 
number their preferences from 1 to 3 and mark with a "D 11 the one 
play they disliked most. As with the check shee.ts following each 
play, please, assist the children in any way that will assure 
an accurate report of their preferences and of the one play which 
t hey disliked m<;>st. Try not to influence their reports or allow 
other children to do so. 
Th e complete set of . plays, children's check sheetm, your 
check sheets, and the final preference sheets will be in your hands 
on saturday, November 6, 1954. Allowing for an average of three 
p l ays per week the survey should be finished by December 15, 1954. 
The children's check sheets, your check sheets, and the final 
prefe rence sheets should be returned not later than Saturday, 
December 18, 1954. These may be brought to the December 18th 
me e ting of Dr. Crossley's class, Room 211, CLA, or returned by 
mail to 
Dr. B. Alice Crossley 
Boston University 
School of Education 
332 Bay State Road 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Attention: Mrs. Alice Nicholson 
Return postage and wrapping wi l l be included in your package. 
Last of al l , our hearty thanks to you and your class. 
G7 
NAME ____________________________ Boy ___ Girl ___ Date __________ ~---------
The men and women who write plays want to know just what kind of 
4IJ plays boys and girls like. You can help by letting us know what you 
think of todayrs play. There are no right or wrong answers. 
Put a check mark in the column which tells how you felt about 
the play, "THE FIVE BROTHERS". 
I liked it very much ____ _ 
It was all right 
I didn't like it 
Do you like this play as well as a story? Yes No 
2e Did you enjoy listening to the reading of a 
play as much as to the reading of a story? Yes No 
3o If your group were asked to read to the 
class would you prefer to read: a play? 
a story? __ _ 
Here are three titl.es for this play. If you were looking for 
something to read which title would you choose? 
"THE FIVE BROTHERS" 
"FIVE FOOLISH MEN" 
"THEY CAN'T COUNT" 
Teacher ' s Check List 
on the play 
"ALI BABA AND THE FORTY THIEVES" 
Check one: 
lo Did the children find the vocabulary: 
difficult, 
easy, 
very easy? 
2. Did the children seem to find the content of the play: 
interesting, 
fairly interesting, 
or did they dielike it? 
3. Did the children find any humorous situations? If so, 
wer e tl;l.ey: 
hilariously fu~ny, 
~ just funny, 
- dull? 
4 . In general, did the children characterize their roles: 
very well, 
- well, = poorly? 
5 . Comparing the reading of today•s play with the usual 
reading in story form was the oral expression: 
better, 
-the same, . 
---.... poorer? 
6 o The growth in -interest in play reading has been: · 
very n()ticeable, 
noticee.ble, 
not noticeable. 
7 . The growth in -expression while reading has been: 
very noticeable, 
notice~ble, 
not noticeable . 
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Check one. 
Teacher's Check List 
on the play_, 
tt SNOW WHITE" 
1. Did the children find the vocabulary: 
difficult, 
easy, 
very easy? 
2o Did the children seem to find the content of the play: 
interestins.;, 
fairly interesting, 
uninteresting, 
or did they dislike it? 
3. Did the children find any humorous situations? If so, were they: 
hilariously funny, 
just funny, 
dull? 
4. In general, did the chi+dren characterize their roles: 
very well, 
well, 
poorly? 
5. Comparing the reading of toda¥'s play with the usual reading 
in story form was the oral expression: 
'better, 
the same, 
poorer? 
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Name ______________________________ Boy ___ Girl ___ Date ____________________________ __ 
Here is a list of the fifteen plays which you have read or heard in your 
~lassroom. There is a sentence about each one just in case you may have 
forgotten one of them. 
Do you remember that you were told that you could help the people who 
write plays by telling just which ones you like best? This is a chance to 
look them all over. Your teacher will 
there are no right or wrong answers. 
Mark the plays this way: 
Put a 1 beside the play 
Put a 2 beside the play 
Put a 3 beside the play 
Put aD beside the play 
FIVE BROTHERS" 
The five wisest men couldn't 
count. 
HANSEL AND GRETEL" 
The story of the witch and 
her candy house. 
THANKFUL INDEED" 
The boy wanted a pumpkin. 
MIDNIGHT BURIALtt 
The girls were · trying to bury 
a cake that had poison in it. 
RETURN -OF "THE NINA 11 
you 
you 
you 
you 
The boy in Palos waited for his 
father to return with Columbus. 
IN THE DAYS OF KING ALFRED 11 
read it aloud with you. Remember, 
liked best of all. 
liked next best. 
liked next best. 
disliked most of all. 
"THE HOUSE IS HAUNTEDn 
There were strange footsteps 
upstairs during the Halloween 
1--- - party. 
"TURNCOAT" 
1--
The story of a traitor. 
"LITTLEST MONTH" - -
Father Time decided how many 
- -
days each month should have. 
"WHO STARTED THE FIRE" 
Who did start the Chicago 
fire? 
-
'A KETTLE OF-BRAINS" 
Noodle found brains when he 
met Betty. 
-
The poor housewife told the king 
that his men were waiting for him. 
'BIG -NEWS FROM LITTLE 
Admiral Byrd visits 
AMERICA" 
the hut 
where he had lived for a 
THE WISH" winter. 
Barbara was bitten by a spidere -
"THE- EMPEROR'S NEW CLOTHES" 
A MAD TEA PARTY" Lord Pooh and Lord Yum 
Alice in Wonderland went to thought they could see the 
a tea party. robe that wasn't there at all. 
1--
Library 
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Name _____________________________ Boy ___ Girl ___ ~ate __________________________ __ 
Here is a list of the fifteen plays which you have read or heard in your 
classroom. There is a sentence about each one just in case you may have 
gotten one of them. 
Do you remember that you were told that you could help the people who 
write plays by telling just which ones you like best: This is a chance to 
look them all over. Your teacher will read it aloud with you. Remember, 
there are no right or wrong answers. 
Mark the plays this way: 
Put a 1 beside the play you liked b~st of all. 
Put a 2 beside the play you liked next best. 
Put a 3 beside the play you liked next best. 
Put aD beside the play you Q.isliked most of all. 
''BEN--FRANKLIN, PEACE MAKER" 11 THE HEROINE OF WREN" 
Ben Fra~lin helped Mrs. Cross Cynth:ia saves her home and the 
find the rest of her soap. 
-
village by writing a letter. 
-
-
"GRETA AND -"THE PRINCE" "ONE- RING CIRCUS" ·- .. -
The prince came as a beggar to Horace helps the children open 
the house of Greta and Griselda. 1the box. 
- -
I" FIRE IN A PAPERn . - "QUISLING" - -
The daughters-in-law learned 
a lesson. 
A story about a traitor in Norway, 
- -· 
- n ADALMINA·rs PEARL" 
i"THE LION AND THE MOUSE" The princess loses her pearl 
The mouse helped the lion get 
out of the net. 
and gets a kind heart instead. 
........-
- ~WHAT HE DESERVES" 
"SMALL SHOES AND SMALL TULIPS" A ·_poor man brings a turnip to 
The Dutch children decided to 
sell tulips planted in wooden 
• 
shoes. 
"A :NEEDLE FIGHTS FORFREEDOM" -
the king. 
-
~THE RUNAWAY PIRATE" 
f-- An old pirate comes to life. 
A story about our first flag. 
-
tt-THE--:MAGTQ GOOSE" 
Simon and the -. golden · goose 
"SNOW WHITE" 
The prince comes after Snow White 
.....__ _ made the princess laugh. 
has eaten the poisoned apple. 
f--
'ALI BABA AND -Tim FORTY THIEVES" 
Morglana saves the life of 
her master 
i---
THE EMPEJRO'R' S NEW CLOTHES 
by Hans Christian Anderson 
adapted by Deborah Newman 
Characters---15: 7 men, 6 women, 1 gi:r-1, and the narrator 
NARRATOR 
THE EMPEROR 
LORD POOH 
LORD WM 
'PRINCESS ANNE 
PRINCESS MARGARET 
WILLIAM, a weaver 
PETER, another we~ver 
MARIGOLD 
1st LADY 
2nd LADY 
3rd LADY 
4th LADY 
lst. LORD 
2nd LORD 
NARRATOR: The Emp~ro:r-, dressed in a long colorful rooe, is in 
the throne room. With him are Princess Anne and Princess 
Margaret. Lord Pooh and Lord Yum are talking with the 
Emperor. 
EMPEROR: Well? What do you think of the robe? How does it look? 
POOH: It is beautiful, Emperor. It fits like a dream. 
YUM: It looks like a nightmaret Poor stuff. 
POOH: Ask the Princess Anne, Emperor. She will agree the robe 
is beautiful. It was made by the best weavers of the 
finest clothooo ooe 
EMPEROR: We know all that. We l l Princess Anne, what do you say? 
ANNE: Take it off, Father, it makes you look sick. 
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POOH: What? Sick? It's the finest robe in the kingdoml 
EMPEROR: All right, now I'll try Lord Yum's robe. And it had 
better be all you say it is, Yum. The court procession 
takes place in this room in just an houro 
YUM: It is all I say it is and bett~r, Emperor. See its . 
beautiful color, its fine stitching •••••• 
EMPEROR: Never mind all that. Let me have the robe. Well? 
What do you think? 
YUM: Charmingt Excellent. Fit ror an Emperor. 
POOH: Horriblel Terriblet Fit ror a dog. 
YUM: Ask the Princess Margaret. She has a fine eye. She will 
tell you how beautiful my robe looks. 
EMPEROR: Well, Margaret, what dq you say? 
MARGARET: Take it orr, Father. It mak~s you lQok sick. 
YUM: What? Sickl It's the finest robe in the kingdomt 
POOH: Mine is the finest robe. 
YIJM: Minet 
EMPEROR: Stop :it, stop it, STOP IT! ••••• Now what a:rn I to do? 
•••••• I suppose I must have a :p.ew robe. I cotfldnr;t wear 
one or my old robes, could I? 
POOH: An old robe? Oh, neverl 
YUM: What would the court think if you wore an old robe? 
EMPEROR: I suppose you're right. But getting a new robe ror 
every process:ion is such a lot~ or bother •...••• Who are 
you? 
PETER: Pardon us, Empero~ 9 We are weavers, Emperor, the 
-3-
best weavers in the kingdom. 
POOH: So you sayl 
WILLIAM: It is true, Emperor. We have heard of your search for 
a new robe and we wish to !eave one for you. 
EMPEROR: Too late. I must have a new robe in an hour. 
PETER: We can weave one in an hour, Emperor. A robe of remarkable 
patterns, beautiful colors •••.•••• 
WILLIAM: And it will be a magical robe, Emperor. 
YUM: Magic! Who believes in ma~ie? 
EMPEROR: Quieti Let them speak. How will it be a magical robe? 
PETER: Everyone who is wise beyond measure will see at once that 
the robe we weave · is beautiful. 
WILLIAM: While everyone who is stupid, and everyQne who is unfit 
for the office he holds will not see the robe at allo 
EMPEROR: Everyone who is wise beyond measure will see the robe 
is beautiful. Everyone who is stupid, or who is not fit for 
the office he holds, will not see the robe at all. 
POOH: Impossiblet 
EMPEROR: Are you afraid you will not see the robe, Lord Pooh? 
POOH: Of course I will see the robe. Am I not one of the wisest 
men in the kingdom, a ~inister in your household, lord of 
the dishpan. 
YUM: Lord Pooh will not see the robe. He is stupid and not fit 
for office. But I am wise and certainly fit for my office 
of c:Q.ief napkin holder to the Emperor. -or course I will 
see the robeo 
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EMPEROR: Then weavers, we shall try your robe. I•d like to have 
such a robe. When I wear it, I sha~l be able to tell the 
clever men from the stupid men. 
PETER: Where shall we set up our loom, Emperor? 
WILLIAM: We shall need gold and jewels to weave into the 
cloth -- and thread of finest Sitko 
EMPEROR: You will weave the robe :rigl'l.t here in the throne room. 
And I shall send in whatev~r you need. 
PETER: Then we sha1.1 bt: in{f; in our loom. 
POOH: I do not llke this, Emperor. 
EMPEROR: Then you will be the first to examine the rob~. After 
a time, you will come to look at the cloth they ~re weaving 
and report to me. Then you, ·Lord Yum, will do the same a 
little latero AhX Here is the loom. The si+k will be 
sent to you at once. Come, my lords. 
PETER: They believed us. They think we•re tellin~ the truth. 
WILLIAM: What a joke1 Aren't those lords the silliest men 
you•ve ever seen? 
ANNE: My fath~~' the _Emperor, asked us ~o bri~ these to you. 
PETER: Oh.o •• er ••.• yes.o •• oThank you, very much. 
ANNE: Your voice is familiar. I kno~ _ you ••••••. Peterl 
MARGARET: Williaml What are you doing here? Are you the 
weavers? 
WILLIAM: Yes, w~ •ie the weavers. 
ANNE: But you don•t know how to weave. 
PETER: No, we don•t. 
• :" •, :1 
MARGARET: Then you'll be thrown into a dungeon. 
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WILLIAM: No, we wonvt. Li sten. Do you remember the first time 
we met • • .. when Peter and I were delivering vegetables to 
the palace kitchen? 
ANNE: How could we forget? 
PETER: Do you remember you told us about the two lords who made 
your father worry abo~t his robes instead of attending to 
his kingdom? 
MARGARET: Yes -- silly old Lord Pooh and Lord Yumo 
WILLIAM: Well , we decided to show how stupid these lords really 
are . We are going to weave a robe that only wise men are 
supposed to see. We t old Lord Pooh and Lord Yum that men 
who are stupid or unfit f or offic e won ' t see it. 
ANNE: I donvt understando 
PETER: There wonv t be a nyt hing there at all l Not anything. 
We'll give all the gold and jewe ls t o t he Minister of the 
Poor. 
WILLIAM: The robe is an invisib l e one - - so of course no one 
will see i t . But Lord Pooh and Lord Yum will say t hey 
see the robe becaus e they want to prove they're the wisest 
men in the kingdom. 
MARGARET: That's a wonderful idea. The two lords will pretend 
to see a robe that isn't there at all. 
ANNE: It will be an imaginary robe, made of thin air - - and 
silly old Pooh and Yum wi ll admire i t l 
PETER: That ' s right . But don't tell anyone . 
MARGARET: Oh , we won ' t . An d we ' d better l eave you t o your 
weaving. We don ' t want anyone to know wewve been t alki ng 
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to you. Here comes Lord Pooh. Hurry, Anne. He mustn't 
see us. 
POOH: Ahem! The Emperor wishes to know how the cloth is coming 
along. 
PETER: Don't you like it, my lord? Isn't the pattern beautiful? 
POOH: Pattern? Eh? •••........ Dear me, can it be that I am 
stupid? I never thought I was, and not a soul must know it. 
Am I not fit for my office? No! It will never do for me 
to tell anyone that I could not see the robe ••••.••••••.••• 
Beautiful. Lovely colors. 
I like it. 
Wonderful pattern. Yes, 
WILLIAM: Thank you, my lord. We are glad you like it. 
PETER: Letts look as though we're really weaving. 
WILLIAM: Yes, we must look busy. I hear Lord Yum's voice. 
YUM: The Emperor wishes to know if the robe is done. 
PETER: We are almost finished, my lord. Isnrt it the finest, 
softest cloth. yeu've ever seeii? 
YUM: Eh? Cloth? Here in the loom?.~························· 
•••• I know I'm not stupid. It must be my office for which 
I'm not fitted. But I mustn 1 t let anyone know. No, I 
mustntt let a SOUl knOWooeooeeo o•o ••••o•oooeoooeo o oe•ooeo'(t 
...• Yes, it is the finest, softest cloth I've ever seen. 
I shall tell the Emperor to come and see it at once. 
WILLIAM: Thank you, my Lord. We are glad you like it. 
PETER: William , you hide the bundles behind the throne. 1 1 11 
be pretending to sew up the robe . Hurry, the Emperor is 
coming. There is a guard. 
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EMPEROR: I have heard such excellent reports about this robe 
that I have come to see it myse lf. 
WILLIAM: W~ are adding the last stitches, Emperor. There! 
It is finished. 
NARRATOR: William and Peter hold up the invisible rob~. They 
brush it off. They fix the sleeve. They look tt all over 
and now they are handing it to the Emperor. The Emperor 
takes it and walks away from them. Re is talking to 
himself. Maybe we can hear him. 
EMPEROR: What's this? I can see nothing at all. Tbis is 
terrible. Am I stupid? Am I unfi t to be Emperor? That 
would be dreadful. I l ove being Emperor. Everyone else 
sees the robe. Therefore I must be holding it. And if I 
am holding it, of course I see it .. . • • donvt I ••••••• • .•.•.• 
Peter , William, come. It is lovely, really love+Y• Kneel 
before me . I proclaim you Knights of the Loom. Now •••• 
rise. I •• •• er •.•• I want to put the robe on. Relp me 
remove my old robe. 
PETER: Yes, indeed, Sire . Let us help you. 
WILLIAM: Be careful of the train. 
POOH: It has excellent color, Emperor. 
YUM: And it fits perfect ly. 
EMPEROR: Yes •.•• excellent .••• perfect. Here, you two •.•.. pidk up 
my train and carry i t .. ... eThere ... .. . it's a long train, 
isnrt it? 
PETER: 
WILLIAM: 
EMPEROR: 
Oh, very long 9 Emperor. 
Your court is arrivi~~ Emperor. 
Good. Youvve finished just in time. 
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1st LADY: Oh, look at the Emperor's new robe. 
2nd LADY: Beautiful, isn't it? 
3rd LADY: I've never seen cloth like that. 
1st LORD: The new robe fits perfectly. 
2nd LORD: There's not ~ finer robe in the kingdom. 
MARIGOLD: I don•t see a.ny robe! 
2nd LADY: Hush, Marigold. I'll never take you to court again. 
MARIGOLD: The Emperor doesn~t have any robe at all. 
1st LADY: Listen to the silly child. 
MARIGOLD: He doesnrt have any robe. He doesn~tl 
2nd LADY: Perhaps he doesn 1 t. What do you think? 
3rd LADY: Well, I don't really see any robe. 
4th LADY: He doesn't have a robe on at all. 
MARIGOLD: Emperor, you don~t have any robe on at all! 
POOH: Nonsense. Of course he does. 
YUM: He certainly does have a robe on. 
EMPEROR: No, I do not. They are right . I do not have a robe on 
at all. I am stupidt I am unfit to be Emperor%. •••....••. • 
And I do so like being Emperor. I couldn't do anything else. 
I 1 ve been Emperor all my life. 
- . 
ANNE: Dontt cry, Father. It was just a little joke. 
MARGARET: -You're not stupid. Of course there isn 1-t any robe. 
EMPEROR: I only said I saw a robe because these two .•.. these two 
traitors told me there was a robe. Out of my sight, Yuml 
You$ too, Pooht You are stupid. 
POOH: But, Emperor •••.. 
EMPEROR: Go! Now, the question is: am r fit to be Emperor or 
am I not fit to be Emperor? 
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PETER: You have shown great courage in admitting that the little 
girl was telling the truth. That makes you fit to be 
Emperor. 
' 
WILLIAM: You have shown great wisdom in _getting ria of Yum and 
Pooh. That makes you fit to be Emperor. 
EMPEROR: You're right, I~ fit to be Emperor •.. now. Well, 
little girl, for telling me the truth I reward you with a 
bag of gold. And now you two •.• you've helped me, you know. 
What can I do for you? 
MARGARET: Why don't you reward them by having us marry them? 
EMPEROR: Yes. You ma¥ marry my daughters. Er •••• ah •••• nol 
You•re not of noble birth. 
WILLIAM: But you did make us knights, Emperor. 
EMPEROR: So I did •..••• Well? What is everyone waiting for? 
Why doesn't someone bring me a robe? 
THE END 
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